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Part 1 – Setting the State Context

1.1. Decisions to Date

S
ince the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA)
was signed into law on March 23, 2010, Texas has reviewed
and debated the different policy directives of the legislation.

In 2011, Texas decided against administering a state-run health in-
surance exchange and opted in to a federally run exchange. This
decision occurred prior to the Supreme Court decision on the con-
stitutionality of ACA provisions. In 2013, after the 2012 Supreme
Court decision allowed states to decide whether to expand
Medicaid, Texas chose not to expand Medicaid eligibility and
enrollment.

The Texas Legislature has visited these decisions over the last
two legislative sessions with Governor Rick Perry providing his
perspective on the ACA and its position in Texas. Although there
have been both supporters and opponents of a state-run health in-
surance exchange and Medicaid expansion, the decision to not
support either of these policies ultimately came down to the gov-
ernor and the Texas legislature. This section describes the actions
of influential officials in Texas over the four years from the pas-
sage of the ACA to the launch of the online marketplace on
October 1, 2013.

Actions in 2010

After passage of the ACA, political leaders in Texas reviewed
the legal and fiscal implications of the federal legislation. On
March 23, 2010, Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott joined
twelve attorney generals from other states in a lawsuit challeng-
ing the constitutionality of the ACA, particularly the requirement
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of an individual mandate, the requirement of states to expand
Medicaid standards, and the imposition of a tax that these twelve
states considered to be unconstitutional.1

In April 2010, Perry wrote a letter to notify the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius that Texas would not participate in one of the ACA pro-
visions, specifically the operation of a second high-risk health in-
surance pool in Texas. In his letter, Perry wrote, “� the State of
Texas cannot today commit to operating the new high-risk pool
due to the lack of program rules or reliable federal funding.” Fur-
thermore, Perry questioned the adequacy of the $5 billion in fed-
eral funding available for the implementation of the program.2

Due to Perry’s decision, HHS set up the federally funded Pre-
Existing Condition Insurance Plan in Texas beginning in August
2010.3

The main state insurers of Texas requested funding for reim-
bursements under the Early Retiree Reinsurance Program (ERRP)
also established by the ACA with $5 billion in federal funds avail-
able nationwide. The Employees Retirement System, Teacher Re-
tirement System of Texas (TRS), The University of Texas System,
and Texas A&M University System received a total of $69 million
in fiscal year 2010 in reimbursements, with the majority provided
to the TRS. The ERRP federal funding continued into 2011 and
2012, resulting in a total of approximately $106 million in federal
funds provided to the state insurance plans over the three years of
the program’s existence and an approximate grand total of $444
million provided in Texas across all eligible entities in the state.4

The state’s insurance regulator, the Texas Department of In-
surance (TDI), under the direction of Commissioner Mike Geeslin,
reviewed actions that would be needed to implement ACA provi-
sions. Appointed by Perry in 2005, Geeslin was a former deputy
commissioner of policy at TDI and previous advisor to Perry
while Perry was lieutenant governor and governor.5 During 2010,
TDI applied for and received three different grants from the
federal government related to the ACA:

1. State Consumer Assistance Program: TDI applied for a
grant related to the State Consumer Assistance Program
in September and was awarded approximately $2.8 mil-
lion in October. TDI used these funds for a variety of
activities and created the Consumer Health Assistance
Program (CHAP), a hotline for consumers to receive in-
formation about health insurance.6

2. Premium Rate Reviews: TDI received a $1 million grant
to expand the agency’s premium rate review capabili-
ties. TDI used the funds to hire additional temporary le-
gal and actuarial staff to perform premium rate
reviews.7

3. Exchange Planning Grant: TDI and the Texas Health
and Human Services Commission (HHSC) received a $1
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million grant to review the feasibility of operating a
state-run exchange. Using $100,000 of the federal grant,
TDI worked with the Milliman actuarial firm on the
market impact of the federal health care reform law and
held a symposium to receive stakeholder input. After
these activities, TDI returned the remainder of the
funds to the federal government.8

In spring 2010, representatives from HHSC testified before dif-
ferent committees of the Texas House of Representatives and the
Texas Senate on the impact of the ACA in Texas and, particularly,
the ACA provisions relating to the Medicaid program. Medicaid
eligibility varies depending on the particular population. In Texas,
eligibility ranges from up to 12 percent of the federal poverty level
(FPL) for a parent with two children entitled to receive Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) to up to 185 percent of the
FPL for pregnant women and infants and up to 220 percent of the
FPL for long-term care recipients. Texas exceeds the federally
mandated coverage levels in Medicaid only for pregnant women
and infants and long-term care recipients.9

Tom Suehs, who was HHSC commissioner at the time, testi-
fied that the ACA provisions would increase the number of
Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) cli-
ents by 2.1 million and would result in a net increase in the cost of
the Medicaid program and CHIP to the state by $9.2 billion in
general revenue between state fiscal years 2014 and 2019. In addi-
tion, HHSC estimated that the cost would continue to grow, even-
tually totaling $27 billion in general revenue between state fiscal
years 2014–23. This estimate assumed additional costs of approxi-
mately $33.3 billion due to enrollment by the currently eligible but
not insured Medicaid population, the expansion of Medicaid eligi-
bility for newly eligible adults and older children, an increase in
provider rates (beyond mandatory increases), and increased ad-
ministrative costs. These costs were offset by savings of $6.3 bil-
lion from a decline in clients in CHIP due to an enrollment shift to
Medicaid and increased vendor drug rebate revenue. Testimony
indicated that HHSC’s cost estimate assumed additional provider
rate increases beyond what was expected by the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) when estimating the cost of the ACA legisla-
tion to promote growth in the number of providers necessary to
support the expanded client base.10

This original cost estimate by HHSC was higher than costs
estimated by other organizations. For example, the Kaiser Com-
mission on Medicaid and the Uninsured estimated that imple-
mentation of ACA legislation would cost Texas between $2.6 and
$4.5 billion in increased general revenue expenditures between
state fiscal years 2014–19.11 Prior to the passage of the ACA,
House Bill 497 from the 2009 legislative session required HHSC
and TDI to provide a study on Medicaid by the end of 2010. In the
legislatively mandated study released in December 2010, HHSC
and TDI reviewed data on the state’s Medicaid clients and
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expenditures and the impact of no longer participating in the pro-
gram. In its report, HHSC’s range of estimated costs included one
estimate that was significantly lower than the commission’s early
projections provided by Suehs in the spring. The study estimated
that, at the lower end, the additional cost of the ACA’s Medicaid
provisions could be closer to approximately $5 billion between
state fiscal years 2014–19. In particular, the lower cost estimate re-
moved the assumption of a voluntary increase in provider rates
and included expected state tax revenue from premium taxes paid
by Medicaid health plans.12

The study also reviewed the option of no longer participating
in Medicaid. In summary, the review estimated the loss of ap-
proximately 60 percent of funding for Medicaid and CHIP from
federal matching dollars if Texas no longer participated in the
program. However, Texas citizens and businesses would still be
obligated to provide tax dollars to the federal government that
would be allocated to other states for their programs, and high
uncompensated care costs would fall on hospitals and county
governments. These concerns made the option to not participate
in Medicaid appear unfeasible, but the study recommended pur-
suing changes to the current Medicaid program.13

By the end of 2010, any cost estimate of ACA provisions fos-
tered additional concern within the Texas legislature due to the
budgetary conditions at the time. Budgetary constraints from the
economic recession and lower than expected sales tax revenues in
Texas created the perception of a potential shortfall in available
revenue to fund the budget for the next state fiscal biennium. In
particular, the governor’s office, the lieutenant governor, and the
speaker of the House requested state agencies to reduce their cur-
rent budgets for fiscal years 2010–11 by five percent.14

Texas uses a biennial budgeting system in which the legisla-
ture meets every two years for 140 days to set the budget for the
upcoming two-year cycle.15 After 140 days, the governor can call
back the legislature for a special session lasting up to thirty days.16

The governor defines what topics may be considered by the legis-
lature during the special session. In the interim when the legisla-
ture is not meeting, the governor and Legislative Budget Board (a
board of ten members consisting of the speaker of the house, lieu-
tenant governor, the chairs of the House Appropriations Commit-
tee, Senate Finance Committee, and House Ways and Means
Committee, three appointed senators, and two appointed repre-
sentatives) monitor agency operations and can adjust appropria-
tions through the use of budget execution authority if needed.17

As the legislature prepared to meet for the 82nd legislative
session in January 2011, the potential costs of the ACA created
concern amongst the state political leadership about their ability
to fund the Medicaid program long term. There was particular
concern regarding potential shortfalls if federal matching dollars
were to decrease in the years beyond those established in the bill.
In addition, prior to the legislative session, Perry published the
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book, Fed Up!, in November. The book focuses on the empower-
ment of states and a discussion of overregulation from the federal
government.18 Concerns relating to budgetary impacts and federal
regulation were apparent as the legislature met in January 2011
and began to debate and consider state legislation relating to the
ACA.

Actions in 2011

Budget concerns became a reality that month when Texas
Comptroller of Public Accounts Susan Combs released her Bien-
nial Revenue Estimate (BRE), which estimated a shortfall of $4.3
billion for the fiscal year 2011.19 Additional estimates indicated
that revenue available for fiscal years 2012 and 2013 could be $27
billion less than the amount needed to continue spending at the
current level on services in Texas under statutes at the time. This
decline in available revenue led to a budget for fiscal years 2012
and 2013 that underfunded state Medicaid obligations by approxi-
mately $4.3 billion in general revenue funds. These appropriations
would need to be provided for the Medicaid program before the
end of fiscal year 2013.20

On January 13, Representative John Zerwas filed House Bill
(HB) 636. Zerwas, an anesthesiologist and Republican represent-
ing Texas’s 28th House District, was the chair of the Health and
Human Services Subcommittee on the House Appropriations
Committee.21 HB 636 was intended to set up the state health in-
surance exchange, called the Texas Health Insurance Connector.22

No action would be taken on the bill after March 1, with the bill
left pending in committee. In a March 29 story by the Texas Tri-
bune, Zerwas said he had been told that the governor’s office did
not approve of the bill, which meant the possibility of a veto of
HB 636.23

During the first called special session of the 82nd Legislature,
2009, lawmakers passed SB 7, which allowed the state to petition
for a Medicaid 1115 waiver to allow Texas more autonomy in ad-
ministering Medicaid.24 On December 12, the Center for Medicare
& Medicaid Services (CMS) approved Texas’s request for the Sec-
tion 1115 demonstration waiver through September 30, 2016.25

Prior to this approval, Texas used an Upper Payment Limit pro-
gram to provide hospitals with supplemental payments to offset
low Medicaid reimbursement rates.26 The 1115 waiver allows
Texas to establish an uncompensated care (UC) pool and a Deliv-
ery System Reform Incentive Payment (DSRIP) pool, valued cu-
mulatively at $29 billion in all funds over a five-year period. The
purpose of these two pools is to reimburse uncompensated care
and to incentivize hospitals to update current practices to improve
quality and cost-effectiveness.27

In July 2011, TDI Commissioner Geeslin requested a delayed
implementation of the medical loss ratio (MLR) provision of the
ACA. The MLR requires insurance plans to maintain overhead
costs at a level equal to or below a certain percentage of
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premiums. Texas requested to use an ACA provision that allowed
states to request a phase-in of the required percentages over three
years. Ultimately, HHS denied the state’s application and re-
quired the provision to take effect in 2012.28

Later that month, the governor announced that Eleanor
Kitzman had been appointed as the new commissioner of TDI. A
native Texan, Kitzman came to TDI after leaving her position as
director of the South Carolina Budget and Control Board, which
she held after serving as the director of South Carolina’s Depart-
ment of Insurance.29

Actions in 2012

Toward the beginning of 2012, it was announced that the Con-
sumer Health Assistance Program, which had been funded with a
$2.8 million grant via the ACA, would be shut down in April due
to funding issues. Some organizations believed that TDI would be
eligible for approximately $128,000 in federal funds to continue
the program and requested that TDI apply for the money from
HHS. Instead, TDI indicated that while it would continue to per-
form some of the services, the agency would not apply for addi-
tional federal funds for the program.30

On March 23, 2012, the two year anniversary of the ACA be-
ing signed into law, the governor’s website displayed a post re-
garding the law’s passage.

(A)ccording to tradition, cotton is known as the gift for a
second anniversary. But what do you get a federal govern-
ment that wants to control everything? Unfortunately, the
answer is more of your tax dollars. Obamacare doesn’t do
much to bring down the price of health care, but it does a
lot to pass the costs along to the states.31

Perry would often repeat this criticism of the ACA as an ex-
ample of federal overreach and of a program that would bring a
heavy financial burden to Texas taxpayers.

On June 28th, the Supreme Court upheld the ACA in a
five-to-four decision. The Court acknowledged that Congress’s
power to levy taxes was sufficient authorization for the law’s indi-
vidual mandate, which requires most Americans to either acquire
insurance or pay a penalty. However, seven justices struck down
the portion of the law requiring states to either expand their
Medicaid programs or lose all federal Medicaid funding.32 Imme-
diately following the decision, Perry released a statement critical
of the Supreme Court’s decision:

Freedom was frontally attacked by the passage of this
monstrosity and the Court utterly failed in its duty to up-
hold the Constitutional limits placed on Washington.
Now that the Supreme Court has abandoned us, we citi-
zens must take action at every level of government and
demand real reform, done with respect for our Constitu-
tion and our liberty.33
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HHSC Commissioner Suehs also issued a statement that day
praising the decision to strike down the Medicaid expansion por-
tion of the law. In his statement, Suehs explained that expanding
Medicaid in the way the ACA had mandated would lead to “bil-
lions of dollars in extra costs down the road.” Furthermore, he
stated that HHSC would continue to improve Texas Medicaid
through the 1115 waiver, which would allow Texas to reform
Medicaid provision in the state via local solutions.34

On July 9th, Perry wrote a letter to HHS Secretary Sebelius. A
facsimile of this letter is included in Appendix A of this report. In
the letter, Perry expressed his complete opposition to the ACA.
Perry wrote, “Neither a ‘state’ exchange nor the expansion of
Medicaid under the Orwellian-named PPACA would result in
better ‘patient protection’ or in more ‘affordable care.’”35 This doc-
ument would be cited on the governor’s website as the first time
Texas indicated that it would not create its own exchange. That
month, the HHSC released a report estimating that implementing
the ACA in Texas would cost approximately $15–16 billion over
ten years as opposed to the originally cited $27 billion.36

In July 2012, the fiscal climate in Texas appeared to be improv-
ing due to increased revenue collections over estimates made in
2011. A report from the comptroller’s office, released on July 19th,
estimated that Texas could collect increased revenue by $4–5 bil-
lion above original projections for fiscal years 2012–2013. It was
anticipated that some of this revenue may be needed to pay for
the underfunding of Medicaid in the budget from 2011.37 Later
that month, on July 30, Perry announced that Kyle Janek, a physi-
cian and former member of the Texas Senate, would replace Suehs
as the head of HHSC, a change that would become effective Sep-
tember 1st.38

A provision of the ACA required states to select a benchmark
plan by September 30, 2012, or the benchmark plan in the state
would default to the small group plan with the largest enrollment
in the state. Texas did not select a plan before the deadline and the
default option was the Blue Cross Blue Shield Preferred Provider
Organization plan.39

In mid-November, Perry sent another letter to Sebelius largely
reiterating the content of the July 9th letter. Most importantly, this
letter confirmed that Texas would not implement a health insur-
ance exchange. Perry challenged the idea of what he referred to as
a “so-called exchange.” In the letter, Perry stated, “It is clear there
is no such thing as a state exchange. Instead, this is a federally
mandated exchange with rules dictated by Washington….”40

Actions in 2013

The 83rd legislative session began with the announcement of
an unexpected budget surplus of $8.8 billion for the 2014–15 bien-
nium.41,42 The budget surplus came as a surprise because comp-
troller Combs had estimated a shortfall of $4.3 billion for the
2010–11 biennium and because tax revenue was underestimated
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in the 2012–13 projection report.43,44 Republican leaders such as
Perry, Lieutenant Governor David Dewhurst, and Combs cau-
tioned Texas lawmakers not to see this as an opportunity to fully
replenish funding cuts made during the 82nd legislative session in
2011. Instead, they encouraged lawmakers to interpret the surplus
as a sign that fiscal conservatism enabled Texas to fare well in the
midst of a national recession.45

The debate over options to expand Medicaid in Texas has con-
tinued, with several policy groups weighing in, despite the Su-
preme Court ruling overturning mandated Medicaid expansion.
One conservative policy group, Texas Public Policy Foundation
(TPPF), put forth an overhaul plan that would incorporate asset
tests as a means for screening existing and prospective Medicaid
recipients.46 Over the course of 2013, Perry has supported the use
of asset testing as a necessary aspect of Medicaid eligibility
multiple times.

Some researchers such as Billy Hamilton, a former deputy
comptroller of public accounts, sought to quell concerns of fiscal
conservatives. Hamilton provided consulting services for Method-
ist Healthcare Ministries of South Texas and Texas Impact. During
his research, Hamilton found that the state could only gain by ex-
panding Medicaid and receiving federal funding in turn. Accord-
ing to the Texas Tribune, “ [Hamilton] argued that for an
investment of $15 billion, Texas could draw down $100 billion in
federal funds and expand health care coverage to 2 million
low-income Texans over 10 years.”47 Furthermore, Hamilton
stated that taking advantage of federal funds through Medicaid
expansion would facilitate future block grants and would not pre-
vent Texas from reducing Medicaid coverage in the future should
federal funding decrease.48

Meanwhile, the Texas House of Representative reviewed op-
tions for a Texas alternative to expanding Medicaid. In March
2013, Representative Zerwas filed HB 3791, which sought to pro-
vide an alternative solution to increasing health care coverage.
Specifically, the legislation provided guidelines for a federal block
grant request, highlighted ways for Texas to reform Medicaid,
and established a “program to potentially draw down federal fi-
nancing to help individuals at or below 133 percent of the poverty
line find private market coverage.”49 The bill received bipartisan
support as well as endorsements from the Texas Association of
Businesses and the Texas Hospital Association (THA).50 However,
HB 3791 was ultimately left on the House floor. A number of leg-
islators speculated this was due to a potential veto by Perry.51,52 In
addition, there was debate regarding the inclusion of a rider in the
state’s 2014–15 General Appropriations Act (GAA), the bill that
provides appropriations for fiscal years 2014 and 2015. This rider
would provide direction to HHSC on discussions of a potential
Medicaid expansion with the federal government. Tommy Wil-
liams, a Republican and the chairman of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, authored the rider. The Senate included the rider in its
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version of the General Appropriations Bill. However, when the
House and Senate went to conference committee on the General
Appropriations Bill, the House issued a nonbinding motion to
budget conferees that the rider should not be included in the final
version of the bill. Both Representative Jim Pitts, the Republican
chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, and Zerwas
supported the Senate rider.53 The rider was ultimately not in-
cluded in the 2014–15 GAA.54

Ultimately, the Texas Legislature passed Senate Bill (SB) 7,
written by Senator Jane Nelson, that sought to cap Medicaid costs
and to assess the essentiality of services more stringently.55 One
provision of the bill effectively limits the population under cur-
rent Medicaid criteria:

Under this Act, the Health and Human Services Commis-
sion may only provide medical assistance to a person
who would have been otherwise eligible for medical as-
sistance or for whom federal matching funds were avail-
able under the eligibility criteria for medical assistance in
effect on December 31, 2013.56

During 2013, TDI notified insurance companies and health
maintenance organizations that it would only provide policy form
reviews of insurance plans based on state policies and regulations.
In addition, TDI indicated that it would continue to perform rate
reviews to determine if the increases conformed with laws in the
Texas Insurance Code.57 In response, the Center for Consumer In-
formation and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) sent a letter to the
same organizations indicating that, due to Texas not incorporat-
ing market reforms associated with the ACA into state law and
the resultant lack of state-legislated enforcement authority, the re-
sponsibility for enforcement would fall under the jurisdiction of
CMS. Soon after, CCIIO also informed organizations that Texas no
longer had an Effective Rate Review Program and CMS would be
responsible for reviewing rate increases to comply with provi-
sions of the ACA.58

In June 2013, TDI notified insurance companies that they
could renew individual and small group policies in late 2013.
These renewals were allowed even if the policies were not due to
expire until later and even if they did not meet the ACA mini-
mum coverage requirements. The upshot of this decision has been
that few Texans received notices that their plans would be
cancelled at the end of 2013. For most in the individual and small
group markets, the cancellation of policies not compliant with
minimum coverage requirements has been pushed back to late
2014.59

SB 1795, a bill that was drafted before federal regulations for
navigators were made public, aimed to provide TDI with the au-
thorization to regulate Texas insurance navigators. The federal
guidelines that require navigators to “complete 20 to 30 hours of
training, pass a certification test, and renew their certification an-
nually” were released in July 2013.60 On September 17, Perry
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wrote a letter to TDI Commissioner Julia Rathgeber, directing the
organization to implement additional rules for navigators.
Rathgeber, former deputy chief of staff to Dewhurst, was ap-
proved as commissioner of TDI after the previous appointee, Elea-
nor Kitzman, was unable to attain nomination approval from the
Senate Nominations Committee.61 Some of the rules Perry re-
quested were 40 hours of additional training to supplement the
federal standard, an additional training exam, and the ability for
TDI to charge navigators for the services provided in overseeing
these activities. A facsimile of Perry’s letter to Rathgeber is in-
cluded in Appendix A of this report.62

The author of SB 1795, Senator Kirk Watson, responded to
both Perry and Rathgeber, explaining that these requests might
not be consistent with the intent of the bill and that some of the re-
quests for proposed rules violated federal policy. One measure
asked that navigators pass on insurance applicants’ information to
TDI. However, navigators are not permitted to keep or report data
on those they help during enrollment.63 Perry also directed TDI to
prohibit navigators from comparing plans for clients. According
to federal guidelines, navigators are explicitly allowed to provide
comparisons among plans, though advising consumers to select a
particular plan is prohibited.64

Around the time that Perry directed TDI to implement new
navigator regulations, he also wrote two memos to HHSC Execu-
tive Commissioner Janek. One memo asked for HHSC to collect
asset and resource data for all Medicaid applicants. The ACA pro-
hibits asset and resource testing to be used as a screening tool for
Medicaid applicants, but the governor relayed to Janek that he
hoped data collection would demonstrate the impact of the ACA
on Texas.65 In another memo to Janek, Perry asked HHSC to cre-
ate a Medicaid reform waiver that would not expand Medicaid;
instead the waiver would request a federal block grant and incor-
porate asset testing as a reform measure.66 These memos were
sent just over a month after Sebelius visited a few Texas cities to
discuss the rollout of the ACA as well as the possibility of a Texas
solution for expanding Medicaid. During a stop in Austin,
Sebelius suggested the federal government was open to negotiat-
ing terms for Medicaid expansion in Texas.67 Though Perry did
not meet with Sebelius, he did provide a press release in response
to her visit, which stated, “With due respect, the secretary and our
president are missing the point: It’s not that Americans don’t un-
derstand Obamacare, it’s that we understand it all too well.”68

While there has been some interest in developing a Texas al-
ternative to expanding Medicaid within the Texas Legislature, this
has been overshadowed by lawmakers’ desire to comply with the
terms Perry has set forth for molding Texas’s health insurance
policy and to avoid being seen as supporting the ACA or
Medicaid expansion, as they demonstrated through the final re-
ception of HB 3791. 69,70
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1.2. Goal Alignment

The political leadership in Texas has taken a primarily
oppositional approach to the ACA during the implementation of
the law. Immediately following the passage of the ACA, the attor-
ney general of Texas joined other states in a legal challenge to
many provisions of the legislation. At the same time the lawsuit
was being filed by the Texas judicial system, the Texas legislative
branch chose not to implement a state health insurance exchange
and opted to use a federally run exchange. Representing the exec-
utive branch in Texas, Perry has repeatedly indicated his opposi-
tion to the ACA and its implementation in Texas. Most recently,
the Texas legislature decided against expanding Medicaid. In the
years since the passage of the ACA, political leadership in Texas
has remained relatively unchanged with the same individuals
elected to the Governor’s Office, Lieutenant Governor’s Office, Of-
fice of the Attorney General, and in leadership positions of the
legislature. The continued presence of these individuals opposed
to the ACA has shaped the political climate in Texas and the
state’s views and actions towards the ACA.

The two main state agencies with rule-making authority over
provisions relating to the ACA, HHSC and TDI, have had mixed
responses to the ACA. Since the passage of the ACA, HHSC has
consistently requested more flexibility from the federal govern-
ment relating to the Medicaid program. In particular, former
HHSC Commissioner Suehs released a statement after the Su-
preme Court decision on the ACA, noting, “I remain concerned
that expanding Medicaid without reforming it only multiplies the
tremendous budget pressure the program puts on states.… The
best long-term solution is for Congress to grant states more flexi-
bility to tailor solutions that best meet their needs.”71

In addition, Suehs and representatives from HHSC were ques-
tioned in 2010 about the agency’s initial cost estimate relating to
the expansion of Medicaid. The initial estimate by HHSC stated
that Medicaid expansion would require an additional $27 billion
in general revenue funds from fiscal year 2014 through 2023. This
estimate was significantly higher than estimates by other organi-
zations and resulted in confusion regarding the cost from mem-
bers in both the state and federal government.72 Ultimately,
HHSC’s estimate was revised downward, but the initial cost esti-
mate did create concern amongst the budget leaders in the state.

Recently, Perry has requested HHSC to continue collecting in-
formation on assets and resources of Medicaid clients despite the
fact that the ACA directly prohibits the use of the information for
eligibility purposes. This data collection is in opposition to provi-
sions within the ACA regarding the use of asset tests when
screening eligibility in Medicaid.73

TDI, the other main state agency involved with the ACA, ini-
tially began exploring options that would be necessary for Texas
to comply with the provisions of the legislation. In 2010, TDI ap-
plied for and used some federal funds relating to the ACA.
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However, the agency ended up returning some federal money re-
lating to the state health insurance exchange planning and chose
not to apply for additional federal funding.74,75 Eventually TDI de-
termined that the agency did not have the statutory authority to
enforce regulations relating to the ACA; therefore, TDI will con-
tinue to only enforce state regulations, which may not include
provisions of the federal law. CMS is now responsible for the en-
forcement of federal market reforms in Texas.76 The decision to
not enforce provisions of the ACA makes Texas one of only six
states that does not have the state’s own regulatory agency pro-
viding this function.77,78

In addition, Perry has requested that TDI review the federal
rules on navigators and put forward more stringent requirements
to be applied in Texas. Since this request, TDI has written a letter
to Sebelius outlining TDI’s concerns regarding navigators. Fur-
thermore, TDI held a stakeholder meeting on the imposition of
additional requirements for training, licensing, and background
checks.79 Recently, gubernatorial candidate and Texas Attorney
General Greg Abbott also requested TDI Commissioner Rathgeber
to impose more stringent requirements on navigators in Texas.80

Texas has also impacted the implementation of the ACA on
the federal level. Ted Cruz, a vocal opponent of the ACA, was
elected to the United States Senate from Texas. Cruz defeated
Dewhurst for the Republican nomination in a runoff election by
claiming to have more conservative views.81 In fall 2013, Cruz per-
formed a twenty-one-hour filibuster primarily focused on opposi-
tion to the ACA. He also supported the House of Represen-
tatives’s refusing to pass a budget and causing a shutdown of the
government unless changes were made to the ACA.82 Addition-
ally, President Obama and Sebelius have both called on Texas to
expand Medicaid due to the large uninsured population in the
state.83,84

Texas politics influenced actions of the two state agencies pri-
marily involved with the implementation and regulation of the
ACA to ensure that the actions of each conform to the political
leanings in Texas. The political leadership in Texas has taken a
primarily oppositional view of the ACA and has repeatedly indi-
cated disagreement and displeasure with requirements to comply
with the legislation.

Part 2 — Implementation Tasks

2.1. Exchange Priorities

The implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (PCACA) in Texas involves work in several areas:

� Development of a health insurance marketplace;

� Education of consumers, enrollment assistance;

� Developing tracking and evaluation mechanisms;
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� Adjusting regulatory and coordination mechanisms to
meet ACA requirements.

Texas decided to participate in a federally facilitated exchange
(FFE), leaving much of the responsibility for the marketplace im-
plementation to the federal government. State agencies have
made some adjustments in recognition of the changes required
under the ACA, but only so far as they are obligated under the
law. Nonprofit organizations, health centers, and private founda-
tions have executed many implementation tasks. With the assis-
tance of federal and private funds, these organizations have
begun to establish mechanisms for ACA outreach, navigation, and
evaluation. However, technical difficulties with the federal
marketplace website have impeded enrollment.

Texas has a large and diverse uninsured population, and
many of the uninsured lack knowledge about the ACA.85 How-
ever, there has been little coordinated effort in Texas towards edu-
cating the public about the law. The state government has been
minimally involved, especially in the months preceding the mar-
ketplace rollout. In January 2011, TDI established the Consumer
Health and Assistance Program with federal funding. However,
this funding has since expired and the program ended in April
2012.86 Beyond this, state agencies have educational materials
available on their websites, and TDI will present educational pro-
grams upon request. In contrast, many private entities have signif-
icant consumer education campaigns, which are discussed in
more detail in Section 2.4. Texans have also seen significant cover-
age by the media and some consumer education assistance from
local government. With the exception of the efforts of a few state-
wide coalitions such as Cover Texas Now and Texas Well and
Healthy, most education efforts are locally concentrated.87,88 Gen-
erally, organizations target specific populations for outreach, of-
ten from within communities where they already operate.

Private organizations are involved in ACA consumer educa-
tion in many states, including Texas. In contrast, the state govern-
ment’s role in Texas has been passive, especially when compared
with the governments of states with state-facilitated marketplaces.
For example, Oregon, Maryland, and Nevada have each devoted
significant state funding towards developing advertising cam-
paigns encouraging citizens to enroll in health insurance plans.
Among many approaches, these campaigns have involved print,
radio, and television advertising, as well as partnerships with
drug stores and supermarkets.89 In Texas, this type of marketing is
being handled by the private and nonprofit sectors.

Texas state government has offered little navigational support
to consumers, leaving these tasks primarily to federal navigator
grant recipients and other nonprofit organizations that help enroll
individuals. Eight Texas organizations received federal grants to
hire navigators, constituting the highest total grant money
awarded to any single state. Additionally, the navigator grant re-
cipients, as well as other groups, enlist certified application
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counselors (CACs) to help consumers navigate the marketplace.
Some federal funding was awarded to community health centers
for this purpose.90 But, aside from official federal navigators, most
funding for enrollment assistance comes from private sources. In-
surance brokers can also play a role in assisting with enrollment.91

Although potential navigators must meet federal require-
ments before beginning their activities, Perry’s proposal for more
stringent requirements are leading some organizations to recon-
sider their participation in marketplace navigation activities.92 Al-
though no additional requirements have yet been applied to
navigators in Texas, TDI Associate Commissioner Jamie Walker,
in an October 31st letter to Watson, expressed TDI’s intentions to
formulate and enact state-level standards while working with the
federal Department of Health and Human Services to improve
federal standards.93 This pattern of restriction on navigators can
be seen in other states with Republican-dominated governments.
For example, Georgia requires extensive background checks of its
navigators before they can help consumers.94

The main adjustment for government agencies in Texas is the
use of modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) in Medicaid deter-
mination in place of asset testing, as well as the transfer of
Medicaid applications from the federal marketplace to state agen-
cies. Presently, HHS is making determinations on behalf of Texas
in order to facilitate this transition and plans to transfer final au-
thority on January 1, 2014. Although other states are using the
FFE, several have worked to integrate these systems independ-
ently. Tennessee, for example, issued a request for proposals for
contractors to suggest ways to integrate the state Medicaid and
CHIP system with the federal marketplace.95 Similarly, New Mex-
ico devoted $1 million in federal grant money to update state eli-
gibility systems, and eleven states are participating in the
public-private partnership, Enroll UX 2014, aimed at developing
successful enrollment exchange systems.96,97 To date, Texas has
not taken part in these additional activities.

State data collection and implementation evaluation programs
are comparatively minimal. CMS has released initial enrollment
numbers and plans to release updates monthly. However, this is
nationwide data that does not include a state-by-state break-
down.98 States operating their own exchanges under the ACA
have begun reporting initial enrollment numbers, and a few using
the federal exchange have reported independent state data. In
contrast to Texas, Kentucky has developed an integrated portal
through the state exchange, Kynect, to determine eligibility and
track enrollment.99 Kentucky has published enrollment and appli-
cation statistics on the governor’s website.100 In New Jersey, the
Department of Banking and Insurance has helped fund the Center
for State Health Policy, designed to study enrollment issues and
New Jersey insurance coverage under the ACA.101

Private organizations have taken the lead in tracking enroll-
ment in the absence of state-level involvement within Texas.
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Depending on the type of organization and its associated goals,
the purpose of data collection varies. Organizations’ data collec-
tion efforts aim to examine and improve operations, specifically
outreach; to fulfill obligations to funders by reporting enrollment
statistics; to analyze statistics in order to promote a particular
policy agenda; or to provide transparency.

Nonprofit organizations involved in enrollment activities are
presently tracking individuals as they work through the educa-
tion and enrollment process to determine how many people the
organization reaches and who eventually enrolls in a Qualified
Health Plan. Some of these organizations have established ar-
rangements to share this data with foundations or think tanks,
such as the Center for Public Policy Priorities, that are studying
implementation on a macro level and providing policy recom-
mendations based on their findings.102

2.2. Leadership – Who Governs?

The Governor of Texas

Texas governors are elected every four years, and there is no
term limit. Governors have constitutional and statutory duties
that include the power to (1) sign or veto bills passed by the legis-
lature, (2) convene a special session of the legislature, (3) recom-
mend a budget and budget priorities, and (4) appoint Texans to
state offices, advisory bodies, and task forces.103 Each of these
powers enables the governor to have considerable influence over
how legislation, including the ACA, is implemented in Texas.

The governor’s veto power includes the power to veto bills,
concurrent resolutions, and appropriation items. The governor
can also veto specific items in the legislature’s budget bill, rather
than the entire bill, through the line-item veto.104 Since Perry was
elected in 2000, he has vetoed 248 bills, which is more than any
other Texas governor.105 According to State Representative
Zerwas, the threat of Perry’s veto may have had some influence
on the death of House Bill 3791, which would have provided a
“Texas solution” to Medicaid reform under the ACA, and is dis-
cussed below.106

The governor also has the constitutional power to call special
sessions of the legislature and set the session’s agenda. A special
session can meet no longer than thirty days and is called to focus
on a problem or respond to a crisis that was not addressed in
regular session.

The governor has the power to recommend a budget for two
years and speak publicly about budget priorities. In Texas, the
legislature and the Legislative Budget Board (LBB) hold consider-
able power over the budgetary process. With the approval of the
LBB, the governor has the authority to transfer funds between
agencies and programs in emergency situations.107

The governor can also influence the legislative process
through the power of appointment. The governor makes
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hundreds of appointments to state boards, commissions, and
agencies. Perry’s appointees include Executive Commissioner
Janek of the Health and Human Services Commission and Com-
missioner Rathgeber of the Texas Department of Insurance.108 Of
the 111 state agencies that report directly to the governor’s office,
these two in particular have been involved in decision-making re-
garding how Texas will participate in the implementation of the
ACA.109,110,111

Perry was elected as a Democrat to the Texas House of Repre-
sentatives in 1984. He was then elected agricultural commissioner
as a Republican in 1990 and lieutenant governor in 1998. He as-
sumed the office of governor in December 2000, when George W.
Bush was elected president. Perry was reelected in 2002, 2006, and
2010. On July 8, 2013, he stated that he would not seek a fourth
full term as governor.

Perry has been an active, vocal opponent of the ACA with
public statements on record since the 2009 debate on the bill. For
example, Perry spoke on October 1, 2013, at a campaign event in
New Jersey112 where he said: “If this health care law is forced
upon this country, the young men and women in this audience
are the ones who are really going to pay the price. And that, I will
suggest to you, reaches to the point of being a felony toward them
and their future. That is a criminal act, from my perspective, to
put that type of burden on them, to mortgage their future like
that. America cannot stand that. America cannot accept that.”

Representative Zerwas introduced a bill during the 2013 legis-
lative session seeking a “Texas solution” to expand coverage to
poor adults. The bill, HB 3791, would direct the HHSC commis-
sioner to pursue a federal waiver from full Medicaid expansion
while seeking federal assistance for expanded coverage.113,114 The
bill enjoyed bipartisan support, including the endorsement of the
Texas Association of Business.115 The bill was stopped in a House
committee, and in March of 2013, Zerwas was reportedly told that
Perry’s office did not support the measure.116

Perry issued four public letters in the months before the Octo-
ber 1, 2013 implementation of the exchange, voicing his opposi-
tion to the law. (See Appendix A for the full text of these letters.)

1. To HHS Secretary Sebelius, July 9, 2012.117 In this letter
Perry stated, “I oppose both the expansion of Medicaid
as provided in the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act and the creation of a so-called ‘state’ insurance
exchange, because both represent brazen intrusions into
the sovereignty of our state.”

2. To HHSC Executive Commissioner Janek, September
16, 2013.118 Perry stated, “Despite the fact that President
Obama has said, ‘We can’t simply put more people into
a broken system that doesn’t work,’ that is precisely
what Medicaid expansion under Obamacare strives to
accomplish. Seemingly, the president and his adminis-
tration are content to simply throw money at a problem
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and hope that any problems will resolve themselves.”
Perry went on to restate clearly that Texas will not ex-
pand Medicaid under the ACA. Perry instructed Janek
to apply for a waiver that would provide a block finan-
cial grant to Texas for Medicaid reform as detailed in
the letter.

3. To Janek, September 16, 2013.119 In this letter, Perry
stated, “Among its egregious provisions, Obamacare, if
implemented, prevents states from including personal
accountability measures in the Medicaid eligibility de-
termination process. Prohibiting tools such as asset and
resource testing will further burden Texas taxpayers
with additional spending in the state budget by allow-
ing individuals who should not qualify based on per-
sonal resources to receive Medicaid services.” Perry
instructed Janek to develop a mechanism to collect and
analyze income data on Medicaid applicants. Perry
stated the purpose of this mechanism was to calculate
the impact of provisions of the ACA on the state of
Texas.

4. To TDI Commissioner Rathgeber, September 17,
2013.120 In this letter, Perry stated, “I am directing TDI
to use its authority under S.B. 1795 and create rules to
ensure that navigators are well-trained, qualified, and
capable of protecting Texans’ privacy.” Rathgeber is in-
structed to implement a series of additional require-
ments that include creating a TDI-approved training
course of forty hours and requiring navigators to pass a
rigorous exam based on this training, as well as having
TDI maintain a database of navigators that includes
background checks, regulatory checks, and fingerprints.
Additional requirements are outlined in the letter.

Legislative Budget Board

The Legislative Budget Board of Texas was founded in 1949 to
be responsible for the continual review of the state budget. In
1973, the LBB assumed additional responsibilities to evaluate
agency programs and to estimate expected costs that would result
from legislation passed in that session. The Medicaid Analysis
and Cost Control Office (MACC) was formed as part of the LBB in
1991. The MACC works to increase federal receipts by focusing
(primarily) on the Medicaid program.121

The LBB is a permanent joint committee of the Texas legisla-
ture with its primary purpose to recommend legislative appropri-
ations for all agencies of state government. All state agencies are
required to submit budgets to the LBB for review and recommen-
dations. The LBB provides the Texas legislature with a recom-
mended state budget at the beginning of each legislative session.
These sessions occur starting in early January of odd-numbered
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years. According to the LBB’s website, “The Board’s authority is
broad and its influence on state government spending is signifi-
cant.”122

The LBB is composed of five members from the Texas House
of Representatives and five members from the Texas Senate. The
membership of the board is dictated by statute and includes these
officers: (1) the lieutenant governor as a joint chair; (2) the speaker
of the House of Representatives as a joint chair; (3) the chair of the
House Committee on Appropriations; (4) the chair of the House
Committee on Ways and Means; (5) the chair of the Senate Fi-
nance Committee; (6) two House members appointed by the
speaker; and (7) three Senate members appointed by the
lieutenant governor.

Ursula M. Parks became the sixth director of the LBB in 2012.
Parks joined the LBB as a financial analyst in 1994 and became an
LBB team manager in 2001. Parks became assistant director in
2007. She holds a bachelor’s degree from American University.

The LBB has additional responsibilities that fall into three cate-
gories: (1) those mandated by general law; (2) those directed by
the General Appropriations Act; and (3) those designated by the
board and its staff. The responsibilities of the LBB dictated by
statute are as follows:

� Adopt a constitutional spending limit (Section 316, Gov-
ernment Code; Article 8, Section 22, Texas Constitution);

� Prepare a General Appropriations Bill draft (Section
322.008(a), Government Code);

� Prepare a budget estimates document (Section 322.008 ),
Government Code);

� Prepare a performance report (Section 322.011 ), Govern -
ment Code);

� Guide, review, and finalize agency strategic plans (Section
2056, Government Code);

� Prepare fiscal notes and impact statements (Section 314,
Government Code); and

� Take necessary budget execution actions (Section 317,
Government Code).123

The LBB prepared an overview of the impact of the ACA on
the state budget for the 2013 legislative session. This document is
included in the January 2013 “Texas State Government Effective-
ness and Efficiency Report.”124 Among the report’s key findings,
Texas would be awarded more than $669 million in federal grants
as result of the ACA from 2010–13. Texas health and human ser-
vices agencies received 72 percent ($481 million) of this funding
through grants to the HHSC, the Department of Aging and Dis-
ability Services (DADS), and the Department of State Health Ser-
vices (DSHS). An additional $276 million in ACA-related grants is
expected in 2014–15. The state expects ACA-related costs of $151
million for 2014–15 and this cost will be partially offset by an
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estimated $82 million in savings through the Children’s Health In-
surance Program and other programs. The LBB predicted that
ACA-related costs would continue into the future. Predicted fu-
ture costs fall into five categories: (1) possible expansion of
Medicaid; (2) implementation of future ACA provisions; (3) loss
of future funding to continue rate increases for primary care phy-
sicians; (4) providing funding through HHSC to other physicians
who provide the same services; and (5) HHSC plans to expand its
automated system to handle a higher Medicaid caseload. A
detailed breakdown of ACA-related costs and grants is included
in the report.

Texas Health and Human Services Commission

Most of the health and human services provided by the state
of Texas are administered through the HHSC and its departments,
the DADS, the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Ser-
vices (DARS), the Department of Family and Protective Services
(DFPS), and the DSHS. See Appendix B for an organizational
chart of HHSC.

In 2003, House Bill (HB) 2292 consolidated twelve health and
human service agencies into the five agencies listed above. The
law also organized all of the executive policy-making authority
under the executive commissioner of the HHSC. This structure is
outlined in detail in Appendix B. This reorganization centralized
power over Texas health and human services with the HHSC ex-
ecutive commissioner. The governor also exerts influence over
HHSC, DADS, DARS, DFPS, and DSHS with his authority to ap-
point the executive commissioner and deputy commissioners. The
four agencies under the HHSC have advisory councils with no
rulemaking authority.125

As detailed in the “Texas Health and Human Service Commis-
sion Self Evaluation Report” dated September 2013, the HSSC exe-
cutes five key functions: (1) HHS system oversight; (2) Medicaid
service delivery; (3) other social services; (4) detection and deter-
rence of fraud, waste, and abuse; and (5) eligibility determina-
tion.126

HHSC is led by Janek, who was appointed to this position by
Perry on September 1, 2012. In this position, Janek is responsible
for the oversight of five health and human services agencies.
“Texas Health and Human Services Commission Sunset Self-
Evaluation Report” states that as of June 1, 2013, these five agen-
cies had approximately 12,070 full-time employees (FTEs) and a
budget totaling $22.4 billion in fiscal year 2012. HHSC connects
Texans to Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF),
Medicaid, CHIP, and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Pro-
gram (SNAP) through the Office of Social Services (OSS).127,128

Janek graduated from Texas A&M University and completed
medical school at The University of Texas Medical Branch in
Galveston. Janek has been in private practice as an anesthesiologist
since 1986. Prior to his appointment as executive commissioner of
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HHSC, Janek served for eight years in the Texas House of Repre-
sentatives and five years in the Texas Senate.

In October 2012, Janek appointed Kay Ghahremani as the
Texas associate commissioner for Medicaid and CHIP.129

Ghahremani holds a master’s degree from the LBJ School of Pub-
lic Affairs. Prior to taking the position, she served with HHSC for
over fifteen years, most recently as Medicaid/CHIP policy direc-
tor. As director and then associate commissioner, Ghahremani
gave public presentations covering the ACA on behalf of HHSC
on August 17, 2012,130 August 30, 2012,131 and February 19,
2013.132

Office of Social Services of HHSC

The Office of Social Services is organized under HHSC and is
led by the deputy executive commissioner for social services. OSS
is responsible for determining program eligibility for TANF,
CHIP, Medicaid, and food assistance programs. OSS also works
closely with community organizations to provide additional social
services.133 The website YourTexasBenefits.com is maintained by
OSS and is intended to be the key portal for connecting Texans to
these benefits. Today, more than 9,000 state employees work for
OSS in 269 offices throughout the state. See Appendix B for an
organizational chart of OSS.

Stephanie Muth serves as deputy executive commissioner for
OSS. The executive commissioner hires for this position, which is
responsible for day-to-day operations, including overseeing the
five divisions: Eligibility Operations; Community Access and Ser-
vices; Program Innovation; Policy Strategy, Analysis, and Devel-
opment; and Business and Operations Support. Muth, a graduate
of the LBJ School of Public Affairs, assumed this position in No-
vember of 2011. Previously, she served as chief of staff and
HHSC’s associate commissioner for consumer and external affairs.
She has held the position of director of external relations and she
has worked for the former Department of Human Services and
the Department of Family and Protective Services. Muth also
worked for three years in the Texas House of Representatives.134

Texas Department of Insurance

The Texas Department of Insurance is the regulator for all in-
surance companies and insurance policies sold in Texas. Accord-
ing to the TDI “Annual Audit Plan” dated September 2013, TDI is
organized around nine key functions: (1) licensing, certification
and registration; (2) form, rate, and advertising review; (3) exami-
nation, monitoring, and solvency intervention; (4) research and
analysis; (5) education, outreach, and customer assistance;
(6) complaint and dispute resolution; (7) enforcement, fraud, and
investigations; (8) inspections and consultations; and (9) support
services.135 The TDI planned budget for fiscal year 2012 was
$152,936,537 from the TDI operating budget dated December 1,
2011.136
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TDI is led by Rathgeber, who was appointed by Perry on May
27, 2013, and was confirmed by the Texas Senate on June 14, 2013.
Prior to joining TDI, she served as deputy chief of staff in the of-
fice of Dewhurst. Rathgeber completed her undergraduate and
law degrees at The University of Texas at Austin and has worked
in Texas state agencies for more than twenty-two years.

At this time, TDI has elected not to involve the agency either
in developing an exchange or in conducting rate review for ACA
requirements. CCIIO awarded TDI a $1 million exchange grant on
September 30, 2010.137 According to the CCIIO’s website for the
award, this grant was intended for three purposes: (1) coordinat-
ing Texas’s exchange planning efforts between the TDI and
HHSC; (2) examining specific circumstances to Texas; and (3) de-
veloping considerations about setting up regional exchanges
within the state. A total of $96,425 was spent on an education and
information session in 2011 per Section IV.F. of TDI’s operating
budget for Fiscal Year 2012 (Budgetary Impacts Related to Federal
Healthcare Reform Schedule). Of the remaining portion of the
grant, $900,000 was eventually returned to CCIIO. For rate and
form review, TDI will approve all plans for state requirements,
but has stated that the department does not have the authority to
review plans for federal requirements. Insurers will file plans with
both the state and federal government for review. In response to
questions about what role it might play in ACA implementation,
TDI created a federal health care reform resource page on its
website.138

U.S. Health and Human Services Regional Office –

Dallas, Texas

With regard to Medicaid expansion, HHS Secretary Sebelius is
quoted in the Texas Tribune on August 08, 2013.139 “We are eager
to have discussions with Texas about a program that could look
uniquely Texan,” Sebelius said. “But as far as I know, those con-
versations, at least with the state officials, are not taking place
right now.” This is consistent with public statements from the
governor’s office, HHSC, and TDI. In short, the federal govern-
ment is leading all ACA implementation efforts today in Texas.

The HHS Region VI office is located in Dallas. Region VI is re-
sponsible for overseeing HHS policy in Arkansas, Louisiana, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas and is led by HHS Regional Direc-
tor Marjorie McColl Petty. She has served in this role since 2009.
Prior to her role at HHS, Petty has also served as a state senator in
Kansas and a member of the Topeka City Council. She received a
JD from Washburn University School of Law and a Master of Edu-
cation/Counseling degree from the University of Kansas. Petty
participated in a panel at Texas Tribune Fest on September 28,
2013, with Janek.140 She expressed openness to working with the
state of Texas for a “Texas solution” to ACA implementation,
matching the previous statement from Sebelius.
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2.3. Staffing

Both HHSC and the TDI have assumed new responsibilities in
response to the ACA and are currently in the process of carrying
out these responsibilities. Texas chose to participate in the feder-
ally facilitated exchange, and state-level staffing changes for the
purpose of implementing the ACA have been minimal. The state’s
limited involvement in facilitating the implementation of the ACA
has resulted in grassroots and local efforts on outreach and appli-
cation assistance. This is further discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5
of this report.

HHSC has not made any staffing changes as a result of the
ACA. However, some HHSC staff members have been assigned
additional responsibilities related to the ACA, including coordi-
nating with federal agencies to develop a referral system that will
work with the exchange. All manpower dedicated to ACA-
specific tasks comes from existing HHSC staffing. HHSC does not
anticipate hiring new staff for ACA-related work in the near fu-
ture. 141

Furthermore, HHSC’s Office of Social Services contains 9,000
employees across 269 offices that include eligibility workers re-
sponsible for connecting Texans to food, medical, and cash assis-
tance services.142 Eligibility workers have received training to help
Texans apply for health insurance through the marketplace. These
eligibility workers are neither certified application counselors nor
health insurance navigators, but they are prepared to answer
questions and provide assistance to those interested.143

Similar to HHSC, TDI has not hired additional permanent
staff as a result of the ACA, despite estimates in TDI’s 2011 strate-
gic plan that additional actuaries would need to be hired to imple-
ment the ACA.144 However, TDI did hire six temporary staff to
participate in the rate review process prior to Texas losing its ef-
fective rate review status in April 2013, which eliminated TDI’s
need for additional rate review staff. Although there have been no
ACA-related permanent staffing changes, Texas Senate Bill (SB)
1795 granted TDI new duties related to limited oversight of health
insurance navigators and allotted the agency a number of duties
related to this oversight. The bulk of these duties are assigned to
the TDI commissioner, who is responsible for the following:

� Regularly obtaining a list of all navigators in the state and
who employs them;

� Developing navigator rules, when necessary, to ensure
that navigators comply with new state and federal laws;

� Evaluating federal rules and requirements for navigators
to determine whether they are sufficient to allow naviga-
tors to “perform the required duties;”

� Working with the HHS in a “good faith effort” to address
any inadequacies that TDI may find in the navigator rules;
and
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� Developing Texas-specific navigator rules if the concerns
of TDI are not addressed by HHS “after a reasonable
interval.”

SB 1795 also authorizes TDI to develop a state registry for all
navigators that collects information on navigators carrying out
services in Texas and enables TDI to monitor navigator compli-
ance with applicable standards.145 Perry proposed additional re-
sponsibilities for TDI in the September 17, 2013 letter referenced in
Section 2.2. (See Appendix A.)

2.4. Outreach and Consumer Education

In Texas, an estimated 3.5 million people are eligible to pur-
chase insurance in the federally facilitated marketplace.146 This
represents a diverse population from across the state, and many
of this group lack understanding of the ACA or knowledge of
what may be available to them.147 However, state agencies have
taken a relatively passive approach toward educating the public
about the changes expected with the implementation of the ACA.
In the absence of strong state government leadership, nonprofit
organizations, Community Health Centers (CHCs), and local gov-
ernments have engaged in education and outreach. Consequently,
most of the efforts across the state are decentralized and often
locally coordinated.

Organizations working in Texas identify several common
challenges to education and outreach among the potentially eli-
gible population. Many believe that two of the greatest chal-
lenges will be to overcome misconceptions and ignorance
regarding the ACA and also to provide basic health insurance
literacy to a population that may not be familiar with health in-
surance systems.148 Mimi Garcia, state director for Texas of the
advocacy group Enroll America, stated that the uninsured are
frequently skeptical that they will be able to find a health insur-
ance plan they can afford or one that will include coverage for
their specific medical needs.149 Beyond this, many of those eligi-
ble to enroll in the marketplace lack the computer skills neces-
sary to take advantage of online enrollment or may not possess
the requisite email address.150 Others lack transportation to en-
rollment centers or may be unable to afford health insurance,
even with a federal subsidy.151 Not only is outreach and educa-
tion regarding the ACA necessary, but enrollment assistance is
also a critical component of reaching those eligible to enroll
through the marketplace. Many organizations performing out-
reach and enrollment are not providing navigational assistance.
However, most of those providing navigational assistance are
also offering some form of basic consumer education, which is
frequently needed prior to beginning to compare the plans avail-
able through the marketplace.

In Texas, most organizations involved in outreach and con-
sumer education activities existed in the health care advocacy
field prior to the passage of the ACA. However, Enroll America
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is a new organization that is working in several states that, like
Texas, have high numbers of uninsured. Enroll America is led by
representatives from major health care industry groups and
nonprofits and has roots tied to Families USA, a health care con-
sumer advocacy organization.152,153 Its stated goal is to “maxi-
mize the number of uninsured Americans who enroll in health
coverage made available by the Affordable Care Act.”154 Enroll
America engaged in data collection and analysis to identify the
uninsured in Texas. As a part of its “Get Covered America” cam-
paign, it plans to work with community organizations as well as
individual volunteers to educate people regarding the ACA.
This grassroots effort focuses on one-on-one meetings. Enroll
America primarily targets the urban uninsured in Texas, but it
also intends to work with partner organizations across the
state.155

Other organizations involved in outreach and education are
working primarily with populations they have historically tar-
geted or communities closely associated with those populations.
CHCs are doing extensive consumer education, as well as assist-
ing consumers in the marketplace. These campaigns are some of
the most geographically far-reaching efforts in Texas. Because
CHCs target populations that often do not have health insurance
coverage, they have adopted innovative approaches towards out-
reach, such as requesting doctors or nurses to write “prescrip-
tions” for health insurance. Approximately 75 percent of CHCs
have been involved in some kind of outreach and education prior
to the ACA and are now leveraging their experience in assisting
people with enrollment in Medicaid, CHIP, and other programs.
Across the state, CHCs received over $9 million from the Health
Resources and Services Administration (part of HHS) for con-
sumer assistance. They have identified 561,044 health center pa-
tients as uninsured and hope that 350,000 individuals will enroll
in health coverage through CHCs.156

Many other consumer education activities across the state are
concentrated at the local level. These efforts are often executed by
nonprofits that presently have similar missions, have historically
worked in health care advocacy, or serve populations that would
benefit from enrollment in health insurance. For example, Foun-
dation Communities works with low-income groups in Austin,
providing housing, tutoring, and tax preparation assistance
among other activities. It plans to reach out to existing clients, ad-
vertising its health insurance enrollment assistance, and using ex-
isting volunteers to assist those clients. It hopes to enroll 5,000
people in health insurance, a number derived from its experience
in the tax preparation assistance program.157

In Houston, Children’s Defense Fund is calling upon existing
relationships with schools to talk with principals and nurses to
determine the best methods to educate families about options
available to them through the ACA. Among other activities, the
organization is also targeting faith communities and small
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businesses statewide and partnering with the Fiesta Mart grocery
chain to host sign-up events. Most of these activities are an exten-
sion of outreach and assistance previously provided to families el-
igible for Medicaid and CHIP.158 Although it seems to be
primarily focused on policy, the Texas Organizing Project is a
statewide organization that also works at the grassroots level, of-
ten with local nonprofits or community organizations. The project
has sponsored educational events and presentations related to the
ACA, targeting communities that could potentially benefit from
enrollment in marketplace insurance plans. Many of the organiza-
tions providing consumer education have used materials pub-
lished by the Kaiser Family Foundation to assist in explaining
ACA benefits to consumers.159

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Texas, one of the largest insurance
providers in the state, has also launched Be Covered Texas. The
campaign involves an educational website, neighborhood events,
a TextMe campaign, and a Spread the Word campaign.160 This is
the only major educational campaign by insurance companies in
the state, but others may follow.

Local media outlets have also played a significant role in pro-
viding information about the ACA to consumers. Media coverage,
especially on enrollment assistance centers, has been extensive,
and many organizations reported being contacted by local media
to elaborate on their efforts. Local outlets of Univision, a Spanish
language channel, have been especially involved with wide cover-
age and phone banks fielding consumer questions about the
ACA.161

Just as most outreach activities in the state have been han-
dled by private organizations, state government has been largely
uninvolved in coordinating these efforts. Two efforts, the Cover
Texas Now coalition162 and the Texas Well and Healthy cam-
paign,163 represent the largest statewide coordinated program-
ming. These are headed by a coalition of organizations from
across the state that uses grassroots tactics to educate consumers
and to advocate for health care reform. Cover Texas Now is an
alliance of a large number of faith-based, nonprofit, health care
industry, and policy advocacy organizations. The Texas Well
and Healthy campaign is a joint effort of Texans Care for Chil-
dren, Engage Texas, Children’s Defense Fund of Texas, and the
Center for Public Policy Priorities, which is linked to Cover
Texas Now. Beyond these statewide efforts, coordination has
primarily happened on the local level. For example, organiza-
tions doing consumer outreach in the Austin area have agreed
on a common promotional flyer.164

Generally, local governments across the state have been recep-
tive to involvement in outreach activities. In some areas they have
played a large role in coordinating consumer education and help-
ing people access navigational assistance. For example, the Hous-
ton Department of Health and Human Services and the City of
Houston are involved in the Enroll Gulf Coast Marketplace
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Collaborative to coordinate efforts in Harris and surrounding
counties.165 In San Antonio, information about the ACA is avail-
able on the city’s website and enrollment assistance is offered at
public libraries.166

At the state level, government agency involvement has been
relatively minor. State agencies involved in the health care sector,
such as the TDI and HHSC, do have information available for con-
sumers; however, outreach activities are minimal. In 2011, TDI es-
tablished, with federal funding, the Consumer Health Assistance
Program, which included a hotline for answering consumers’
questions. However, the program was discontinued when federal
funding ran out in 2012.167 Educational materials remain on the
CHAP website and the hotline now connects directly to TDI.
Upon request and depending on availability of resources, TDI still
offers educational presentations regarding changes due to the
ACA.168 Overall, state government consumer education is rela-
tively passive compared with that of private organizations across
the state.

Because Texas has chosen to have a federally facilitated mar-
ketplace, numerous organizations reference educational materials
available on the federal marketplace webpage or from the
CMS.169,170 This has provided some infrastructure for consumer
education about the ACA in Texas. However, most of the out-
reach towards the large number of uninsured across the state is
being handled at a more grassroots level. With such a decentral-
ized effort, the number of consumers who will be reached and
what populations will be best prepared to enroll in health insur-
ance through the marketplace remains uncertain going into the
open enrollment period.

2.5. Navigational Assistance

Navigators and certified application counselors working
within a loose network of mainly nonprofit organizations perform
the bulk of navigational assistance in Texas. Navigator organiza-
tions, as defined in the ACA, engage in consumer education, facil-
itate enrollment, and refer consumers to appropriate outside
agencies for additional help.171 The CMS designated eight such or-
ganizations that work in Texas to receive navigator grants. These
organizations received approximately $10.9 million, although two
of the grantees will be operating in other states as well (see Table
2.1). The recipient of the largest grant, United Way of Tarrant
County (UWTC), operates as a navigator statewide through part-
nerships with seventeen subgrantees across Texas, together
known as the Consumer Health Insurance Marketplace Enroll-
ment Services (CHIMES) consortium. The other grantees are more
focused geographically in the state’s major metropolitan areas, in-
cluding Houston, Dallas, and El Paso.172 173

Training individuals acting as navigators under the grantee
organizations has proven contentious in Texas. Per the ACA, the
required proficiency of individual navigators is determined at the
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organizational level.174 The federal requirements that all naviga-
tors must pass — including a twenty to thirty hour training, an ex-
amination, and annual certification renewal — were announced in
July 2013.175 A provision in SB 1795, the Texas state law regarding
navigator activity in the state, allows the TDI to place further
state-level controls on navigators, should the federal requirements
be deemed insufficient.176 On September 17th, two weeks before
the beginning of open enrollment, Perry instructed TDI Commis-
sioner Rathgeber to enact controls stricter than those outlined by
the federal requirements, including an additional forty hours of
training, an additional examination, and a requirement to report
data on consumers to TDI.177 Senator Watson, the author of SB
1795, accused Perry of deliberately obstructing the implementa-
tion of the ACA by distorting the purpose of the law.178 Perry
maintained that his requirements reflected legitimate concerns
over the handling of personally identifiable information and other
issues. In response to Perry’s request, but before TDI took any ac-
tion toward implementing these proposed regulations, one part-
ner of East Texas Behavioral Health Network (ETBHN) and five
partners of United Way of Tarrant County (UWTC) opted out of
providing assistance under the grant.179,180 UWTC has replaced
three of those organizations with local groups operating in the
same areas, and ETBHN is engaging another local group to main-
tain its current area of coverage.181,182 UWTC has replaced three of
those organizations with local groups operating in the same ar-
eas.183 Although no additional state requirements were in place
for navigators as of late October, in an October 31st letter to Wat-
son, TDI Associate Commissioner Walker expressed the depart-
ment’s intention to address several perceived inadequacies in the

Organization Geographic Area Amount of Grant

United Way of Metropolitan
Tarrant County (& subgrantees)

Statewide $5,889,181

Migrant Health Promotion, Inc.
Lower Rio Grande
Valley

$589,750

National Hispanic Council on
Aging

Dallas $646,825

Change Happens Houston $785,000

United Way of El Paso County
(& subgrantees)

El Paso $642,121

Southern United Neighborhoods
Southeast,
Southwest,
Panhandle of Texas

$600,678

East Texas Behavioral
Healthcare Network
(& subgrantees)

75 counties statewide $1,337,520

National Urban League Dallas, Houston $376,800

Table 2.1. Navigator Grant Recipients in Texas
173
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federal rules by adopting stricter state-level rules while working
with federal agencies to reform the federal ones. According to the
letter, TDI and other stakeholders in the Texas marketplace are
concerned that the federally mandated training and regulations
lack Texas-specific information on Medicaid, fail to establish spe-
cific confidentiality guidelines for personally identifiable informa-
tion, and do not require background checks of prospective
navigators.184

Aside from navigators, enrollment assistance also comes from
certified application counselors, who generally work with
non-navigator organizations such as other nonprofits, Commu-
nity Health Centers, and other social service agencies. CACs differ
from navigators in that their duties do not include generalized
consumer education and outreach, their training is less rigorous,
and conflicts of interest do not bar them from providing enroll-
ment assistance (although they must disclose any such conflicts
upon completing their training).185 CAC training, which is avail-
able publicly through CMS, covers basic topics on insurance, the
federal marketplace, eligibility for subsidies, and privacy and se-
curity, but does not provide in-depth coverage on topics like com-
munity outreach and grant reporting that are required of
navigators. An examination is also required before a CAC can be-
come certified.186 Because Texas has a federally facilitated market-
place, organizations in the state that already provide health or
social services can apply to become CAC organizations through
CMS once they develop screening processes for individuals that
will serve as CACs.187 Since many CAC organizations are already
involved in outreach and consumer education activities, grants for
those purposes also provide some funding for enrollment assis-
tance programs.188

Texas has the highest uninsured rate in the United States with
more than six million Texans, about a quarter of the state’s popu-
lation, lacking insurance.189 Massive enrollment in the market-
place by individuals in Texas has been a priority for the federal
government and for Texas-based nonprofits. However, a number
of factors would prevent full enrollment. Roughly 15 percent of
this group is made up of undocumented immigrants, who are not
eligible to shop on the marketplace. Beyond that, many low-
income Texans fall into the Medicaid coverage gap, meaning they
have incomes below the federal poverty line but above Medicaid
eligibility limits. For these people, purchasing insurance would
present undue financial hardship, so it is unlikely that they would
enroll. Overall, the HHSC estimates that 15 percent of Texans will
remain uninsured after ACA implementation, assuming that
Texas does not expand Medicaid.190 Estimates of the capacities of
individual organizations to meet this demand vary, as much of
the information available is based on the services they offered be-
fore the ACA. For example, Change Happens, a federal navigator
grant recipient, bases its expectations on the number of people it
helped to enroll in family health benefits like CHIP.191 A
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requirement to reach and/or assist a certain number of people is
included in the grants of many organizations. For example,
United Way of Tarrant County is required to reach 450,000 poten-
tial consumers through outreach events and assist 55,000 people
in enrolling.192 UWTC expects to easily exceed these benchmarks
based on current enthusiasm for outreach and enrollment
events.193

Recipients of federal navigator grants are based almost en-
tirely in the state’s major metropolitan areas,194 and funding for
outreach and consumer education is concentrated in those areas
as well.195 This distribution reflects the high numbers of uninsured
in these areas — Dallas, El Paso, Houston, San Antonio, Fort
Worth, and Austin are all home to more than 100,000 uninsured,
representing 23–33 percent of their populations.196 Federal grant-
ees such as Migrant Health Promotion and the National Hispanic
Council on Aging also constitute a focus on the large Latino popu-
lation of Texas. The ACA requires that assistance and materials
must be provided in “a manner that is culturally and linguistically
appropriate” to these consumers, so many organizations have re-
tained bilingual volunteers to help reach Spanish-speaking popu-
lations through navigation assistance and printed materials. 197

Many organizations now providing navigators and/or CACs
were already involved in administering health care or other ser-
vices within their communities before participating with the ACA.
Navigator grant recipients represent a mix of community founda-
tions, health providers, and social advocacy organizations, while
the bulk of the money for hiring and training CACs went to com-
munity health clinics and other local nonprofits. Providing assis-
tance through existing entities has proven helpful, as they already
have mechanisms for referring consumers to agencies that can help
an individual enroll in nonmarketplace benefit programs such as
Medicaid or CHIP via the ACA’s “no wrong door” policy.198

Navigator grantee organizations are involved in both con-
sumer outreach and enrollment assistance through a variety of
programs. In order to educate members of the public on the provi-
sions of the ACA and the help they can receive in enrolling on the
marketplace, grantee organizations host community health fo-
rums and health and wellness fairs, attend educational events
sponsored by churches and other community centers, hold Q&A
sessions for the public, and canvas in high-need communi-
ties.199,200,201 Entities like UWTC and Enroll El Paso hold several
events around their geographical areas daily.202 These groups and
others organizing events publish event details prominently on
their websites.203 These events also connect consumers with navi-
gators, who can help individuals with enrollment at subsequent
events or through phone banks at the consumers’ convenience.204

Individuals can also schedule appointments with navigators on-
line, an option that is made available for consumers with access
barriers, such as lack of technology, a physical disability, mobility
issues, or limited fluency in English.205,206
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With little help coming from state government, nonprofit or-
ganizations in Texas, aided by federal grant money, have stepped
up to offer enrollment assistance to the millions of Texans who
currently lack health insurance. Although a large proportion of
these people will remain uncovered because of low income or im-
migration status, leaders at the organizations conducting naviga-
tion assistance remain optimistic that they will be able to help
those who qualify under the ACA.

2.6. Interagency and Intergovernmental Relations

2.6(a) Interagency Relations. TDI and HHSC had partnered to
explore exchange implementation plans prior to Perry’s an-
nouncement that Texas would not establish a state-based ex-
change. On September 30, 2010, HHS awarded TDI a $1 million
exchange planning grant. TDI used this funding to contract with
the Milliman, an actuarial firm, to consider options for both a state
and a federally run health insurance exchange and to gauge the
impact of the ACA on the health insurance market in
Texas.207,208,209 Grant funding was also used to identify subcontrac-
tors to assist with the exchange planning process, to collect stake-
holder feedback, and to explore the state’s policy options.
Additionally, Texas held a public planning symposium in early
2011 to solicit public comments.210 Planning and ACA-related in-
teragency collaboration came to an end on July 9, 2012, when
Perry announced that Texas would not establish a state-run ex-
change.211

On August 1, 2012, TDI and HHSC leadership met with mem-
bers of the Texas Senate Committee on Health and Humans Ser-
vices and members of the Texas Senate Committee on State
Affairs to discuss implementation of the ACA.212 In a press release
following the meeting, Senator Jose Rodriguez stated that, “Un-
fortunately, our Governor has shut the door on full implementa-
tion of the ACA by denying our state agencies and legislators the
ability to expand Medicaid and create a state insurance ex-
change.”213 In Texas, the federal government has assumed all
ACA and marketplace responsibilities. Therefore, state agencies,
including HHSC and TDI, are not currently collaborating in
regard to ACA implementation.

2.6(b) Intergovernmental Relations. Communication between
federal agencies, including CMS and the Center of Consumer In-
formation and Insurance Oversight, and state agencies, including
HHSC and TDI, has been limited. Both Texas state and federal
agencies have spoken of the need for a “uniquely Texas solution,”
to implementing the ACA in Texas. On August 8, 2013, Sebelius
met with leaders in the Texas health care industry to discuss the
ACA. When speaking to reporters at Austin City Hall, Sebelius
said, “We are eager to have discussions with Texas about a pro-
gram that could look uniquely Texas. But as far as I know, those
conversations, at least with the state officials, are not taking place
right now.” Perry later responded that, in order to minimize the
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damage the ACA would cause the Texas economy and state bud-
get, Texas refused to set up a state-run exchange or expand
Medicaid.214

Although Texas has ceded many ACA-related responsibilities
to the federal government, some collaboration is necessary for en-
abling the data exchange. For example, HHS currently determines
eligibility for the Texas Children’s Health Insurance Program and
Medicaid for individuals who apply through the marketplace. Un-
til January 1, 2014, HHSC elected to accept all Medicaid and CHIP
eligibility determinations by the marketplace. After January 1st,
the authority for HHS to make Medicaid and CHIP eligibility de-
terminations will be reduced to the authority to “assess” eligibil-
ity; at this point HHSC will begin to make final eligibility
determinations.215 Texans can also continue to apply for Medicaid
and CHIP through YourTexasBenefits.com, as they have done in
the past.

HHS and HHSC are collaborating to properly coordinate the
referral of applicants between the marketplace and HHSC’s own
application system for Medicaid and CHIP, over which Texas will
retain control.216 The transfer of eligibility referrals was scheduled
to start on October 1st; however, the referral system between the
marketplace and HHSC was not in place. HHS and HHSC began
testing account transfers starting on October 23rd. The date for of-
ficial transfer of referrals was initially set for November 1st, but in
early November, the deadline was pushed back to the end of the
month.217 In a statement released in early October, Janek stated,
“This federal glitch could lead to delays in children getting health
coverage. [HHSC] let workers in offices around the state know
about this issue so they can make sure families have accurate in-
formation.” HHSC is encouraging people who think they may be
eligible for Medicaid and CHIP to apply directly on
YourTexasBenefits.com.218 The agency posted a link to
HealthCare.gov on its website for individuals looking to apply for
benefits and health insurance.219 Eligibility workers have contin-
ued to conduct Medicaid and CHIP determinations as they have
done in the past.220

In preparation for the launch of the marketplace, HHSC par-
ticipated in regularly scheduled conference calls with CMS re-
garding various topics, such as marketplace functionality,
information technology (IT), and policy issues. These calls have
continued since October 1st as HHSC and HHS work to address
glitches in the coordination of the federal and state IT systems.
Through these conference calls and other communication, HHS
has provided HHSC with technology requirements and docu-
ments to implement the data and account exchange between the
marketplace and existing HHSC IT systems. HHSC officials stated
that the frequency of regularly scheduled conference calls has in-
creased drastically in the past couple of months.221 For example,
since the October 1st rollout, HHSC IT staff members reported
participating in daily conference calls with CMS.222 HHSC IT staff
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members have also been in daily contact with Quality Software
Services Inc. (QSSI), a unit of United Health Group that was hired
by the federal government to build a “data hub” that will allow
people to buy insurance on the marketplace.223 Overall, HHSC IT
staff reported having a good working relationship with CMS and
contracted partners.224

In response to the governor’s directive for HHSC to continue
collecting asset and resource information, the agency has included
questions related to assets in draft versions of new enrollment ap-
plication forms. While recently proposed HHSC Medicaid rules
state that asset information does not affect eligibility, the draft ap-
plication forms do not include this statement. During a public
meeting in early November 2013, HHSC told advocates that it
would soon submit a draft application to HHS for formal ap-
proval. HHSC staff confirmed that the draft being submitted to
HHS would not indicate that providing asset information is op-
tional.225

In a July 2011 letter to HHS, then-TDI Commissioner Geeslin
requested a delay in the implementation of the medical loss ratio
(MLR) provision of the ACA that would require insurance compa-
nies to devote at least 80 percent of their premium dollars directly
to health care services. TDI was concerned that this new rule
would “stifle competition in the market and constrain many Tex-
ans’ access to coverage.”226 Fifteen Texas state representatives and
eight U.S. representatives from Texas opposed TDI’s request in
writing. The request to delay this provision was denied by HHS in
January 2012. In a letter evaluating TDI’s application, CCIIO Di-
rector Steve Larson wrote, “The evidence presented does not es-
tablish a reasonable likelihood that the application of an 80
percent MLR standard will destabilize Texas’s individual mar-
ket.”227

In September 2010, TDI received federal funding to establish a
state-run Consumer Health Assistance Program in Texas. With
this funding, CHAP staff “gave public service announcements,
made field presentations, and [took] calls on a hotline that helped
an estimated 9,000 Texans” in 2011. Continued grant funding
would have been used to help consumers enroll in health insur-
ance through the marketplace and file complaints and appeals
against health plans. In May 2012, TDI decided not to reapply for
Consumer Assistance Program funding. A TDI spokesperson said,
“TDI continues to assist consumers with health insurance claims
and appeals, answer questions, assist consumers in shopping for
coverage, and provide general information about health insurance
options.”228

CCIIO invited all states involved in the federally facilitated ex-
change to participate in a plan management partnership. States
were asked to assume the responsibility of enforcing federal in-
surance regulations and measures under the ACA, such as new
benefit mandates, cost-sharing guidelines, and rules on how in-
surers rate customers.229 However, on March 13, 2013, TDI
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notified CMS that the agency would not incorporate the market
rating reforms of the ACA into its review process and that it
would no longer participate in the Effective Rate Review Pro-
gram.230 Only three other states participating in the FFE told
CCIIO they would not assume these responsibilities.231 As a re-
sult, TDI has no authority to regulate and enforce ACA market
provisions. Insurance companies participating in the marketplace
are required to follow both state and federal law and they are sub-
ject to dual regulation, meaning they must file with both Texas
and the federal government. Texas was notified on March 29,
2013, in a letter from HHS that the state had lost the right to do
“effective rate review” because TDI could not incorporate market
rating reforms into its review process.232

2.6(c) Federal Coordination. HHS has eleven operating divi-
sions, one of which is CMS. CMS combines the oversight of the
Medicare program, the federal portion of the Medicaid and CHIP
programs, the marketplace, and any related quality assurance ac-
tivities.233 CMS oversees ten regional offices (ROs). The ROs are
organized into four consortia: Consortium for Medicare Health
Plans Operations (CMHPO), Consortium for Financial Manage-
ment and Fee for Service Operations (CFMFFSO), Consortium for
Medicaid and Children’s Health Operations (CMCHO), and Con-
sortium for Quality Improvement and Survey & Certification Op-
erations (CQISCO).234 The Dallas regional office, Region 6, is the
consortium administrator for the CQISCO. Additionally, for is-
sues related to Medicare, Medicaid, and CHIP in Region 6 (Arkan-
sas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Texas), the Dallas
regional office is the primary point of contact.235

CCIIO provides national leadership in setting and enforcing
standards for health insurance and is charged with helping imple-
ment ACA reforms.236 CCIIO is also working with individual
states to establish marketplaces.237 Texas state officials have
worked with partners at HHS, CMS, the Dallas regional office,
and CCIIO in implementing ACA provisions.

2.7. QHP Availability and Program Articulation

2.7(a) Qualified Health Plans (QHPs). A Qualified Health
Plan refers to the standardized health insurance plans that will be
offered through the exchanges. Specifically, QHPs incorporate all
of the changes to health insurance mandated by the ACA, includ-
ing essential health benefits and limits on deductibles and
out-of-pocket maximums.238 Each QHP must include services that
fall into the following ten categories: ambulatory patient services,
emergency services, hospitalization, maternity and newborn care,
mental health and substance abuse disorder services, prescription
drugs, rehabilitative and habilitative services, laboratory services,
preventative and wellness services, and pediatric services, includ-
ing pediatric dentistry.239 HHS reviewed current QHPs offered in
the exchange for compliance with the ACA.240
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The QHPs available on the exchanges are classified according
to five categories: bronze, silver, gold, platinum, and catastrophic.
Catastrophic plans are only available to consumers age thirty and
younger. The metal classes are offered to all consumers and reflect
the estimated actuarial value to the consumer over the lifetime of
the plan. Bronze plans are the entry-level plans, and have a 60
percent actuarial value. Silver, gold, and platinum plans have ac-
tuarial values of 70 percent, 80 percent, and 90 percent, respec-
tively.241 Any consumer who qualifies for and intends to use
cost-sharing subsidies must choose a silver plan.242 Many insur-
ance companies, including both regional and national carriers, are
participating on the exchange and will offer plans that will be
available to Texans. This is a major change compared with the his-
torical nature of health insurance in Texas, where consumers in 74
percent of counties had only one or two companies to choose
from. Not all plans will be offered in all rating areas, however;
some rating areas have significantly more plans being offered
than others.

There are 1,098 QHPs spread across all twenty-six rating areas
in Texas.243 Each rating area will have an average of forty-two
QHPs available in all categories.244 There are 344 bronze plans, 377
silver plans, 299 gold plans, nine platinum plans, and sixty-nine
catastrophic plans available for purchase in Texas.245 However,
the number of QHPs available varies widely between different
rating areas; some rating areas have as few as twenty-five QHPs
available, whereas others have more than seventy. In areas where
relatively few options are available, as few as two insurance com-
panies will be operating through the marketplace. In areas where
relatively more options are available, up to seven different insur-
ance companies will be making plans available. Appendix C of
this report shows the number of insurers operating in each county
in Texas.

Many insurance companies that operated in Texas prior to ACA
implementation will offer QHPs on the marketplace. Three of the
top four accident and health insurers by 2011 market share, Blue
Cross Blue Shield, Aetna, and Humana, will be offering QHPs in
Texas through the marketplace. UnitedHealthcare, number two in
the state by 2011 market share, is not participating in the health in-
surance marketplace. HMO providers are more of a mixed picture.
UnitedHealthcare is affiliated with the largest HMO provider in the
state, UnitedHealth Benefits. Like UnitedHealthcare, UnitedHealth
Benefits is not participating in the marketplace. The second largest
HMO provider, Amerigroup, is also not participating on the ex-
change in Texas. However, other large HMOs are participating, in-
cluding Aetna, Humana, Scott & White, and Superior, all of which
are in the top ten by 2011 market share.246

Under the ACA, health insurance companies can only set pre-
mium rates based upon family structure, geography, actuarial
value, tobacco use, participation in a health promotion program,
and age.247 The following summary tables detail the premium
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amounts that consumers at two different ages, twenty-five years
old and fifty years old, can expect to pay for QHPs purchased
through the marketplace. The premium amounts listed below rep-
resent averages across the twenty-six rating areas in Texas and
were obtained by using the Health Insurance Marketplace Premi-
ums for 2014 Databook, compiled and published by the Office of
the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation at HHS.248

The state minimum-cost catastrophic, bronze, silver, second low-
est-cost silver, and lowest-cost gold plans are also included for
comparison. Appendix D of this report details regional variations
in premium rates throughout the twenty-six rating areas.

Insurance companies are authorized to charge up to three
times the premium rate for a sixty-four-year-old individual as for
a twenty-one-year-old individual.249 The amounts listed in the
summary tables indicate that health insurance companies in Texas
are charging higher premium amounts based upon age. Tobacco
users may also face higher premiums. Under the ACA, insurance
companies will be authorized to assess a 50 percent surcharge to
any tobacco user. Additionally, the ACA ensures that no premium
tax credits can be used to assist with the tobacco surcharge.250

Insurance companies have yet to engage in widespread adver-
tising or marketing of QHPs as a result of the glitches in the mar-
ketplace. However, due to the restrictions placed upon health
insurance plans sold in the marketplace, insurers will need to
make every effort to differentiate their plans from competitors’
plans. In a memorandum issued earlier this year, the White House
stated that about 90 percent of consumers who shop for health in-
surance plans on the marketplace will have five or more different
insurance companies to choose from when purchasing a plan,
spurring competitiveness among insurers.251

In addition to changing the attributes and costs of health in-
surance plans, the ACA is also changing the health care insurance
market. Insurers are no longer permitted to deny consumers cov-
erage if they have a preexisting health condition. HHS estimates
that 10,694,840 nonelderly Texans have preexisting conditions.
These consumers will now be able to obtain coverage, and 9,592
Texans have already gained coverage through the Pre-Existing
Condition Insurance Plan since passage of the ACA. Health

Twenty-Five-Year-
Old Consumer
(monthly
premiums)

Average Lowest-
Cost Catastrophic

Average
Lowest-Cost

Bronze

Average
Lowest-Cost Silver

Average 2nd
Lowest-Cost Silver

Average
Lowest-Cost Gold

$146.62 $132.70 $177.79 $186.14 $214.70

Minimum
Catastrophic in

Texas

Minimum Bronze
in Texas

Minimum Silver in
Texas

2nd Lowest Silver
in Texas

Lowest Gold in
Texas

$93.91 $103.97 $146.15 $148.25 $166.70

Table 2.2. Monthly Premiums for a Twenty-Five-Year-Old Consumer
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insurance companies are now required to spend 80 cents of every
dollar consumers pay in premium amounts on medical care or
quality improvements to health care, or they must provide the
consumer with a refund of the portion of every 80 cents per dollar
that was not spent on health care costs. During 2013, HHS esti-
mates that 726,237 Texans will receive $46,327,708 in premium
payment refunds. Finally, the ACA bans lifetime limits on health
benefits. HHS estimates that prior to the passage of the ACA,
7,536,000 Texans faced lifetime limits on health benefits.252

In response to the health insurance marketplace changes
brought by the ACA, the Texas Legislature passed Senate Bill
1367, which abolished the state high risk pool.253 Since 1998, the
Texas Health Insurance Pool has provided coverage to Texans
who could not qualify for insurance due to preexisting conditions.
With the abolition of the pool on January 1, 2014, an estimated
22,912 Texans will be required to shop for insurance on the mar-
ketplace.254 On November 18, 2013, due to continued technical dif-
ficulties with the marketplace, Dewhurst, the lieutenant governor,
sent a letter to Rathgeber, the head of TDI, requesting a delay in
the abolition of the high risk pool. Dewhurst cited continued con-
cerns that people with preexisting conditions who were currently
participating in the high risk pool would be unable to purchase in-
surance through the marketplace by December 15, 2013, and
would suffer a gap in coverage.255

2.7(b) Clearinghouse or Active Purchaser Exchange. No in-
formation is available as of November 27, 2013.

2.7(c) Program Articulation. Beginning January 1, 2014, the
HHSC will use MAGI-based eligibility levels and will discontinue
the use of an asset test for determining Medicaid eligibility. In ac-
cordance with HHS requirements, HHSC will also begin using a
streamlined application for Medicaid, CHIP, and the health insur-
ance marketplace. HHSC has modified the application slightly to
include information necessary for Texas eligibility policies and
procedures (e.g., intent to stay in Texas). HHSC will follow up
with individuals transferred by the marketplace in order to obtain
this additional information and to verify income. For those inter-
ested in applying for nonhealth care services, HHSC will maintain
an integrated application (H1010-E), which can be used to apply
for all HHSC programs including SNAP, TANF, MEPD,
TANF-level (adult) Medicaid, and Children’s Medicaid.

For those individuals applying through:

� The Marketplace: HHSC will accept federal determina-
tions of Medicaid eligibility through December 31, 2013.
That is, HHSC will accept the federal verification of
MAGI-based eligibility as the final decision of eligibility,
and the individual will be enrolled once HHSC has re-
ceived the electronic account transfer from the market-
place. Individuals determined eligible by the marketplace
through December 1, 2013, will not receive coverage until
January 1, 2014.
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Beginning January 1, 2014, HHSC will accept as-
sessments of eligibility from the marketplace. That is, an
individual will not be eligible for Medicaid until HHSC
has verified income. After receiving an electronic account
transfer from the marketplace, HHSC may also follow up
with an individual to determine if they are eligible for cov-
erage in 2014.

Electronic account transfers from the marketplace
were scheduled to begin October 1, 2013, but this was de-
layed until the end of November. Given difficulties in es-
tablishing a system for account transfers, HHSC is
encouraging people who think they may be eligible for
Medicaid and CHIP to apply directly through the state
website, YourTexasBenefits.com.

� HHSC: If an individual applies to HHSC and does not
qualify for Medicaid and/or CHIP, HHSC will direct them
to the marketplace. HHSC eligibility workers are required
to provide application assistance to individuals looking for
health insurance through the marketplace. All eligibility
workers have participated in trainings in preparation for
ACA implementation.

Beginning January 1, 2014, HHSC will be required
to electronically transfer all application information to the
marketplace. At the time of this report, HHSC did not
have a method for transferring application information to
the marketplace and it is uncertain whether a system will
be in place by January 1st.

2.7(d) States That Did Not Expand Medicaid. Under the
ACA, beginning in January 2014 nonelderly adults with in-
comes at or below 138 percent of the federal poverty level
could get Medicaid coverage with minimal out-of-pocket costs.
The Supreme Court’s ruling on the ACA put this expansion de-
cision in the hands of individual states. In those states that do
not expand Medicaid, there will be a significant number of citi-
zens who are ineligible for subsidies and credits in the market-
place (because they earn less than 100 percent of the FPL) but
are also ineligible for Medicaid (because they are childless
adults or their incomes fall above state-set MAGI eligibility lev-
els). There are currently no state or federal initiatives to cover
this gap in coverage.

The Urban Institute has estimated that 1,748,000 uninsured
Texan adults (ages nineteen to sixty-four) would be newly eligible
for Medicaid if Texas were to expand its Medicaid program.256 Of
these individuals, 1,326,000 could fall into the Medicaid gap in
coverage, as they earn less than 100 percent of the FPL and will be
ineligible for federal tax credits and subsidies. Texas Medicaid/
CHIP eligibility levels as a percentage of the FPL are as seen in Ta-
ble 2.5 on the following page.257 258

As seen in the table, Texas already covers pregnant women
and children (either through Medicaid or CHIP) at or above 133
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percent of the FPL. However, only a small fraction of parents are
covered, and childless adults are not covered at all. The following
is a snapshot of the current adult uninsured population in Texas
that would be eligible for Medicaid if the program were to be
expanded:

� 67.5 percent are adults without dependent children; 32.5
percent are parents with dependent children (compared
with 82.4 percent and 17.6 percent, respectively,
nationwide).

� 47.9 percent are Hispanic (the largest of any state), 33 per-
cent are white, and 14.4 percent are black (compared with
19.4 percent, 54.9 percent, and 18.7 percent, respectively,
nationwide).

� 12.2 percent are legal immigrants (compared with 6.1 per-
cent nationally).

� 51.7 percent are women, 71 percent of whom are between
nineteen and forty-four years old.259

The decision to not expand Medicaid eligibility will likely
have an effect upon hospitals in Texas. Historically, the Dispro-
portionate Share Hospital (DSH) and Upper Payment Limit (UPL)

HHSC/Marketplace “No Wrong Door” Procedures
258

October 1 – December 31, 2013 Beginning January 1, 2014

HHSC

1. HHSC will assess eligibility under 2013
guidelines.

2. If determined eligible under 2013 guidelines,
the individual will be immediately enrolled in
Medicaid/CHIP.

3. If deemed ineligible in 2013, HHSC will send
applicants a notice informing them that they
may be eligible for subsidies in the
marketplace. HHSC eligibility workers will
provide application assistance for those
interested in applying for health insurance
through the marketplace.

Note: HHSC will not screen for 2014 eligibility.

1. HHSC will assess for eligibility under 2014
guidelines.

2. If the individual is eligible, they will be enrolled
in Medicaid/CHIP.

3. For all individuals deemed ineligible, HHSC
makes an electronic account transfer to the
marketplace. HHSC eligibility workers will
provide application assistance for those
interested in applying for health insurance
through the marketplace.

Marketplace

1. Marketplace will make a determination of 2014
eligibility for Medicaid/CHIP benefits.

2. The individual’s application information will be
transferred to HHSC.

3. HHSC may follow up with the individual in
order to determine whether the individual
meets 2013 enrollment requirements.
Additional information and/or documentation
may be required.

4. If an individual meets 2013 enrollment
requirements, HHSC will enroll them
immediately.

5. If an individual does not meet 2013 enrollment
requirements, they will be enrolled in
Medicaid/CHIP beginning January 1, 2014.

1. The marketplace will make an assessment of
eligibility for Medicaid/CHIP benefits beginning
in 2014.

2. The individual’s application information will be
transferred to HHSC.

3. HHSC may follow up with the individual in
order to request additional information and to
verify income.

Table 2.4. HHSC/Marketplace Application Procedures
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programs were two mechanisms in Texas used to reimburse hos-
pitals for costs associated with providing care to indigent or
Medicaid patients. Disproportionate share hospitals often provide
care to large numbers of Medicaid or uninsured patients and are
entitled to receive additional payments from the state Medicaid
program to mitigate the costs of serving these populations.260 The
DSH program is funded by federal Medicaid dollars and by the
state through contributions from state and local government enti-
ties.261 Prior to 2011, hospitals in Texas also received compensa-
tion from the state UPL program to offset Medicaid
reimbursement rates. As with the DSH program, the UPL pro-
gram was funded by federal Medicaid dollars and by the state
through contributions from state and local government entities.262

In December 2011, HHS approved Texas’s application for a
Section 1115 demonstration waiver, allowing the state to use
Medicaid funding to establish an uncompensated care (UC) pool
and a Delivery System Reform Incentive Payment (DSRIP) pool,
valued cumulatively at $29 billion over a five-year period. The UC
pool will be used to reimburse providers of indigent health care
services. The DSRIP pool is designed to implement a man-
aged-care Medicaid program and to incentivize quality improve-
ment and cost-effectiveness in health care delivery.263 Funding
through the UC and DSRIP pools replaced and enhanced funding
provided under the UPL program.264

The ACA authorizes states to expand Medicaid eligibility to
children and adults under age sixty-five with incomes of up to 133
percent of the FPL. In anticipation of expanded Medicaid eligibil-
ity, the ACA also reduces the amount of DSH funding available to
states and requires that state DSH funding target uncompensated
care costs.265 Because Texas has not expanded Medicaid eligibility,
disproportionate share hospitals can expect to receive less

Current Eligibility Levels
2014 MAGI Eligibility

Levels

Childless adults Not covered Not covered

Low-income Parents
(nonworking)

12 percent 15 percent

Low-income parents
(working) 25 percent –

Newborns ( < 1 year) 185 percent 198 percent

Ages 1–5 133 percent 144 percent

Ages 6–18 100 percent 133 percent

CHIP 200 percent 201 percent

Pregnant women 185 percent 198 percent

Table 2.5. Comparison of Current and MAGI Eligibility Levels
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reimbursement for providing care to indigent or Medicaid pa-
tients. Additionally, the Texas Hospital Association (THA) antici-
pates that funding provided by the UC pool established under
Texas’s 1115 waiver will not mitigate reductions to DSH fund-
ing.266 Federal DSH funding reductions will begin in January 2014.

For 2013 to 2022, the Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the
Uninsured estimates state and federal Medicaid payments to Texas
hospitals at $111.7 billion, if the state opts to expand Medicaid eligi-
bility to the fullest extent permitted by the ACA. Over the same pe-
riod, if Texas does not expand Medicaid eligibility, Texas hospitals
may only receive $86.9 billion in federal and state Medicaid pay-
ments.267 Similarly, a report published by Billy Hamilton Consult-
ing for Texas Impact and Methodist Healthcare Ministries of South
Texas, Inc., also concluded that federal Medicaid dollars gained
through expansion of Medicaid eligibility would significantly re-
duce uncompensated care costs for Texas charity and nonprofit
hospitals, assuming moderate enrollment in Medicaid services by
individuals at or below 133 percent of the FPL.268

During the most recent legislative session, key trade associa-
tions supported limited expansions to Medicaid. THA voiced its
support for House Bill (HB) 3791, which would have allowed the
state to use federal Medicaid dollars to subsidize private insur-
ance options for those eligible for Medicaid.269 Similarly, the Texas
Medical Association Board of Trustees adopted a resolution dur-
ing the session calling for legislators to explore nontraditional ap-
proaches to expanding coverage and improving Medicaid services
in Texas.270

Although the Texas legislature is currently recessed until 2015,
businesses, trade organizations, and consumer advocacy groups
are continuing to push for expansion of Medicaid eligibility in
Texas. Coalitions and initiatives, such as Texas Well and Healthy,
Cover Texas Now, and Texas Left Me Out, educate consumers
and community leaders about marketplace enrollment and the
benefits of expanding Medicaid eligibility. These organizations
and their affiliates use a broad array of strategies to promote ex-
pansion of Medicaid eligibility. One strategy is a grasstops advo-
cacy approach of educating local leaders about Medicaid and the
ACA so that they can disseminate information to others living in
their community. Other strategies to promote Medicaid expansion
include producing policy briefs, training constituent services staff
in legislators’ offices, and using social and traditional media to
publicize advocacy efforts. During the recent legislative session,
consumer advocacy organizations also engaged in issue-based
lobbying in support of Medicaid expansion.271

Currently, organizations are focusing on gathering positive
marketplace enrollment stories and the stories of Texans who are
unable to access affordable health care coverage because Medicaid
was not expanded. These stories will augment the 40,000 signa-
tures Cover Texas Now and its affiliates were able to collect from
supporters of Medicaid expansion earlier this year.272
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In September 2013, HHS approved Arkansas’ application for a
Section 1115 demonstration waiver.273 The demonstration will al-
low Arkansas to transmit federal Medicaid dollars to qualifying
adults between the ages of nineteen and sixty-five with incomes at
or below 138 percent of the FPL. These Medicaid recipients will
use transmitted funds to cover premium costs for QHPs pur-
chased on the marketplace.274 Arkansas’ Section 1115 demonstra-
tion implements Medicaid expansion similar to the proposals of
Texas HB 3791. If Arkansas is successful in using Medicaid dollars
to subsidize private coverage for individuals at or below 138 per-
cent of the FPL, Texas might attempt to implement a similar
program.

2.7(e) Government and Markets. To be completed at a later
date.

2.8. Data Systems and Reporting

The ACA emphasizes the importance of data collection and
analysis in order to better identify disparities within the health care
system. Under the ACA, health care entities, including critical-
access hospitals, ambulatory surgical centers, long-term care facil-
ities, psychiatric facilities, and hospice providers must collect and
report data in order to assess quality and value of health ser-
vices.275 On a network level, insurance companies seeking certifi-
cation for Qualified Health Plans must submit enrollment,
disenrollment, and claim statistics to the marketplace, the HHS
secretary, and the state insurance commissioner.276 As with many
ACA implementation tasks in Texas, the federal government is
conducting these evaluations. Under a directive from Perry, the
TDI only examines plan data with respect to state laws, even
though state insurance commissioners assist in the collection and
reporting of plan data.277 TDI is not presently collecting ACA-
related data.278

As a result of the federal government and local organizations
taking the lead on data analysis activities, the state has main-
tained its current data analysis systems with few adjustments. The
primary change for Texas agencies is the new Medicaid determi-
nation process, which requires use of Modified Adjusted Gross In-
come and removes asset testing. To assist in this transition, HHS
will make all final Medicaid and CHIP eligibility determinations
until January 1st.279 HHS will transfer accounts of eligible individ-
uals electronically to HHSC, which will automatically accept the
marketplace determinations. After this date, the marketplace will
only make a preliminary eligibility determination before it trans-
fers accounts to HHSC for a final determination. HHS and HHSC
are working to coordinate this process. HHS initially scheduled
account transfer to begin with open enrollment on October 1st,
but system delays pushed transfers to the end of November.280

Private and nonprofit organizations are conducting much of
the data collection and monitoring activities in Texas. Most of
these activities occur on three different levels: enrollment, policy,
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and governmental. On an enrollment level, some nonprofit orga-
nizations and medical centers are collecting individual informa-
tion to improve internal operations and outreach strategies.
Organizations such as Foundation Communities have created sur-
vey forms to identify effective marketing techniques and to report
enrollment numbers to donors.281 Similarly, Enroll America tracks
individuals throughout the enrollment process to determine the
number of people it reaches and who eventually enroll.282 To
better focus outreach, Enroll America uses census data and other
demographic information to model which characteristics are key
determinants of an individual’s likelihood of being insured. Enroll
America’s outreach efforts are tailored to those who are less likely
to already be insured.283

The policy level includes several organizations that collect
data from marketplace enrollment centers or from polling mech-
anisms to identify trends in health insurance enrollment. One
prominent use of these data is to analyze the number of citizens
who are ineligible for premium subsidies. In Texas, citizens with
income less than 100 percent of the FPL but more than the Texas
Medicaid threshold fall into a coverage gap. Organizations seek
to use information about the magnitude of this gap to advocate
for Medicaid expansion in Texas. The Center for Public Policy
Priorities (CPPP) has taken the lead on these activities and is us-
ing these data in support of the expansion campaign under the
coalition Texas Well and Healthy.284 La Fe Policy Research and
Education Center, which is based in San Antonio, draws from its
existing databases to track enrollment trends and identify advo-
cacy needs.285 Furthermore, organizations such as CPPP employ
experts and data analysts to make policy recommendations. In
September 2012, CPPP compiled data from the U.S. Bureau of
the Census, HHSC, and a variety of demographers and inde-
pendent experts in order to examine the ACA’s impact in each
Texas county.286 Meanwhile, Methodist Healthcare Ministries
has a contract with former director of the Census Steven
Murdock and Billy Hamilton, the former deputy comptroller of
Texas, to estimate the impact of the ACA in Texas.287 Similar
studies are occurring nationally, with organizations such as the
Kaiser Family Foundation monitoring implementation in each
state.288

The Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services is in charge of
monitoring the federal marketplace website and tracking enroll-
ment numbers on a governmental level. As of October 25, 2013,
CMS reports nearly 700,000 completed applications nationwide on
HealthCare.gov. CMS intends to update these numbers
monthly.289 States facilitating their own exchanges have also re-
leased their enrollment numbers.290 At this time, there are no
Texas-specific data available, and no information has been re-
leased announcing when these data will be made public.
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Part 3 — Supplement on Small Business Exchanges

3.1. Organization of Small Business Exchanges

The ACA sets up a specific exchange program for small busi-
ness owners, known as the Small Business Health Options Pro-
gram (SHOP). The SHOP marketplace will be made available to
small business owners as a means of providing better access to a
competitive health insurance marketplace for small firms.

To be eligible for SHOP, small businesses must meet several
requirements. In Texas, a business must have its primary business
address located in the state. The other requirements concern em-
ployees. For a business to be eligible, it must have at least one
common law employee and no more than fifty full-time equiva-
lent (FTE) employees. Finally, the owner must offer health insur-
ance coverage received through SHOP to all employees.

1. As of November 7, 2013, the SHOP marketplace was
functional. The enrollment process consists of the fol-
lowing:

2. Employers can access www.HealthCare.gov to create an
account and then download a paper eligibility application.

3. After completing the application, the employer mails it
to HHS. Employers can expect to be contacted by HHS
with their eligibility status.

4. If eligible, employers can then access an online version
of SHOP to select a particular plan for their employees.
Employers then notify their employees of the offer of
coverage and employees will be able to accept or de-
cline the offer.

5. In Texas, 75 percent of employees must participate in
the coverage offered by the employer in order for a
business to participate in SHOP. However, there is an
exception to this rule for the initial enrollment period
from November 15 to December 15, 2013.291

6. In general, an employer must submit the insurance of-
fer application along with all employee applications by
the fifteenth of the month in order for coverage to start
on the first of the following month. Employers may ap-
ply for coverage once a year. Once an employer has ap-
plied and selected the coverage option, they may not
make changes within the following twelve month pe-
riod. Employers must meet the minimum participation
rate at the end of the twelve month period in order to
re-enroll into the same health plan.

Enrollment periods are determined by the employer and can
be held at any time. The minimum requirements for open enroll-
ment periods are that they begin at least sixty days before the end
of the plan year and last at least thirty days.292
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Employees will also be able to access alternative coverage
through the individual marketplace. However, if the offer from
the employer meets the 60 percent actuarial value threshold and is
considered affordable, employees who decline coverage through
their employer will not be eligible for premium credits or
cost-sharing though the individual marketplace.

Some employers will have access to tax credits. The Small
Business Health Care Tax Credit is worth up to 50 percent of the
employer’s contribution towards employees’ premium costs. For
tax-exempt employers, the credit is worth up to 35 percent of
those costs. To qualify, an employer must have fewer than
twenty-five full-time employees making an average of $50,000 or
less. Additionally, the employer must pay at least 50 percent of
full-time employees’ premium costs. The tax credit is highest for
companies with fewer than ten employees who are paid an
average of $25,000 or less.

Across all of Texas, 4,604 Qualified Health Plans are being of-
fered through SHOP in the twenty-six rating areas. QHP availabil-
ity varies widely across areas. Some areas have as few as fifteen
SHOP plans offered, while others have hundreds. However, all
plans currently being offered through SHOP come from only two
insurers: Blue Cross Blue Shield of Texas and FirstCare Health
Plans.

Outreach in the state of Texas has been limited. The National
Federation of Independent Business has provided some informa-
tion about the SHOP enrollment process as well as warnings
about potential scams involving a fake SHOP.293 The Texas Small
Business Association makes no mention of SHOP on its website.294

The Texas Association of Business, while not specifically focused
on small business, has been more active with outreach.295

Part 4 – Summary Analysis

4.1 Policy Implications

Three major policy decisions were made by the state of Texas
regarding the implementation of the ACA. Texas elected not to ex-
pand Medicaid coverage beyond the low levels currently in effect
and chose not to develop a health insurance exchange. Further-
more, the Texas Department of Insurance decided not to take on
any of the functions mandated by the ACA that can be deferred to
the federal government. To better understand why Texas made
these policy decisions, each must be examined in the context of
the Texas economy and both state and national politics.

The Decision Not to Expand Medicaid

If Texas does not expand Medicaid in the long term, this deci-
sion could have substantial impacts on coverage and on the fi-
nances of hospitals, clinics, and local taxing authorities. It is
estimated that the 1,326,000 Texans below 100 percent of the FPL
would be eligible for Medicaid if it were expanded.296 Currently,
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Texas has been able to cover much of the deficit in financing for
uncompensated care through disproportionate share hospital pay-
ments, an upper payment limit program, and more recently, the
1115 waiver. However, it is likely that these sources of funds will
be declining. Indeed, the DSH funds are scheduled to be phased
down with the implementation of the ACA. In a report commis-
sioned by Methodist Healthcare Ministries of South Texas and
Texas Impact, Hamilton reported that “for an investment of $15
billion, Texas could draw down $100 billion in federal funds” by
expanding Medicaid over ten years.297 He also projected that
Texas could realize an increase in tax receipts of $1.8 billion be-
tween 2014 and 2017, which would cover roughly half of the in-
creased state match.298 Hamilton, a former deputy comptroller of
public accounts, pointed out that Medicaid expansion would
cover an additional one million adults below 138 percent of FPL,
assuming modest uptake, and would increase Texas’s economic
output by an estimated $67.9 billion during fiscal 2014–17.299

However, it must be remembered that until January 2014, failure
to implement Medicaid expansion is only rhetorical since the
expansion would not take place until that time.

Texas Senate Bill 7 stated that Medicaid could not be extended
to anyone who was not eligible on December 31, 2013. Although
the governor and the legislature are committed to not expanding
Medicaid coverage at all, the door may be slightly open to a Texas
solution similar to the Arkansas waiver, which would allow fed-
eral money that would have gone into Medicaid expansion to in-
stead be used to help individuals purchase private insurance on
the exchange, or something similar. It is likely that any such initia-
tive would not be worked out until spring 2014 at the earliest and
would depend on the willingness of the federal government. It
will be interesting to see what the other nineteen states that so far
have not expanded Medicaid choose to do. However, in many of
those states adults in families with children under the poverty line
are likely to have more coverage than they do in Texas.

The ability to address the issue of Medicaid expansion has
been on hold as the 2014 Texas state election and the 2016 presi-
dential campaigns begin. Perry will not seek reelection as gover-
nor in 2014. Instead, there is speculation he will focus on a bid for
the presidency in 2016. Senator Cruz recently led Perry by 22
points in a poll on the potential 2016 Republican candidates.300

Some argue that Perry, by both supporting John Cornyn as well as
being critical of Cruz’s tactics in the filibuster and support of the
shutdown, is trying to set himself apart from Cruz in being con-
sidered for the presidential nomination.301 It should be noted that
Perry also remarked that New Jersey Governor Chris Christie is
inadequately conservative to win the Republican presidential
nomination. To a lesser extent, Dewhurst has also refocused the
scope of his reelection campaign efforts to echo Cruz’s message on
the ACA. Dewhurst faces three rivals for the Republican nomina-
tion who are trying to move to his right. For the Texas
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gubernatorial race, Greg Abbott, the attorney general, is running
with much less opposition in the Republican primary in March. It
is likely that the Democratic nominees will be two state senators:
Wendy Davis for governor and Leticia Van de Putte for lieutenant
governor. Both Democratic candidates support the expansion of
Medicaid to 138 percent of the poverty level for those eligible as
permitted by the ACA.

The Decision to Let the Federal Government

Run the Exchange

Texas’s decision to let the federal government run the ex-
change has translated to virtually no coordination with the state
in implementing the marketplace. Unfortunately, the very slow
and ragged rollout of the federal website has meant that virtually
no one had signed up until mid-November. This is especially im-
portant in Texas because of the large number of uninsured indi-
viduals who will not be eligible for Medicaid as others in their
situation might be in many states. Although the roughly 1.33 mil-
lion below the FPL who would have been eligible for Medicaid
will not qualify for subsidies on the exchange, a large number of
people between 100 percent and 138 percent of the FPL and
noncitizen legal residents who are below the poverty line will be
eligible. Most of this population will qualify for substantial subsi-
dies, not only for premium tax credits, but also for out-of-pocket
expenses as well. However, many of these individuals will have a
number of special needs. For example, some are of limited literacy
or are non-English speakers. Outreach to this population has been
accomplished primarily through public service spots, a very lim-
ited number of federally funded navigators, and Community
Health Centers and other nonprofit and community organizations
that have staffed their efforts with volunteers who have become
CACs. Although during October and much of November the
websites were not usable, many of the trips by potential appli-
cants to enrollment centers were useful in educating them about
their options, the paperwork they would need, and the subsidies
they would likely be eligible to receive. Since enrollment does not
become official until the insurance company receives the first pre-
mium payment, it is not likely that many would have enrolled
during this time even if the marketplace had been operational.
However, given that as many as one million Texans will likely
choose the marketplace option, it will be interesting to see just
how many are enrolled by January 1st and by March 31, 2014.

Texas has not been funding outreach campaigns or even en-
couraging enrollment in the marketplace. TDI recently issued
draft regulations that would substantially increase the training
and other requirements for navigators, although it is likely that
these regulations will not be finalized until March. The hands-off
approach taken by the state during exchange implementation, as
well as the selection and qualification of insurance plans on the
exchange, has led to very little transparency in the entire process.
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The federal government did not announce the plans included on
the exchange or the premium rates until quite late in the process,
and problems with the marketplace have made it very difficult to
navigate. It will be interesting to monitor how well the federal ex-
change operates going forward and how successful it is in arrang-
ing coverage for the many who might be interested in enrolling,
especially if the state keeps trying to impede its efforts.

The Decision to Cede Much of the

Insurance Regulation to the Federal Government

TDI is taking no responsibility for implementing reasonable
rate increases, Medical Loss Ratio surveillance and refunds, and
network adequacy on the exchanges, or overseeing the reinsur-
ance, risk corridors, and other tasks on the exchange or between
the exchange and the private market. This means the federal gov-
ernment needs to develop the capacity to undertake these tasks in
Texas. The way in which these policies are implemented, the abil-
ity of the government to develop an improved interface between
enrollees and insurance companies, and the administration of pre-
mium and co-pay subsidies effectively will be crucial to the rela-
tionships between the federal government and the insurance
industry. As the traditional regulator of the insurance industry in
Texas, TDI might be drawn into conflicts and misunderstandings
between the industry and the federal government.

4.2. Possible Management Changes and

Their Policy Consequences

Texas faces a number of management challenges in imple-
menting health reform. These include issues stemming from the
state’s choice not to expand Medicaid, misinformation about the
ACA among Texas citizens, and the adversarial position Texas’s
top political leaders have taken towards the legislation.

Texas’s decision to use the federal exchange instead of imple-
menting its own state-run exchange has resulted in some confus-
ing authority issues. The TDI originally said that it would not
enforce the ACA beyond cases where the federal law happens to
also be state law.302 If the state continues to leave regulation of
QHPs to the federal government, HHS will need to increase its ca-
pacity in the state. This could result in confusion as insurers in the
state will need to deal with two separate sets of regulators.

More recently, state leaders want to exercise heavy oversight
over federal navigators in Texas.303 On December 3rd, TDI pro-
posed additional requirements for navigators, including forty
hours of privacy training, criminal background checks, and dem-
onstration of financial responsibility.304 The proposal does not in-
clude a mandate that navigators report information about their
clients to TDI, which had been requested by Perry but appears to
violate federal law.305 These requirements are now open for public
comment, and final regulations will not be implemented before
March 1, 2014.
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The state’s decision not to expand Medicaid may also result in
challenges in terms of dealing with the high rate of uninsured
Texans and financial burdens placed on employers and health
care providers. A report by former Texas Deputy Comptroller
Hamilton, prepared for Methodist Healthcare Ministries of South
Texas, Inc., argues that Texas, with six million uninsured residents
and the lowest ranking among all states for its health insurance
coverage rate, will receive no benefits by rejecting Medicaid ex-
pansion. This decision leaves few health care options besides
emergency services for Texas residents earning less than 100 per-
cent of the federal poverty level.306 Responding to concerns about
the financial viability of expanding the program, Hamilton writes
that such concerns often ignore the fact that the state government
already spends $15 billion in adult health care. This $15 billion, he
says, is the same amount it takes in state match funding to cover
the expansion for a decade.307

State Senator Robert F. Deuell, a physician, issued a brief re-
sponse to the Hamilton report. “While I do not dispute the num-
bers regarding the cost to the state and the federal government for
the expansion, I do question Mr. Hamilton’s conclusions of the
positive benefits regarding savings, increased tax revenue, effects
on the economy, and job creation.”308 Deuell listed several con-
cerns such as the federal government being unable to pay for the
expansion of Medicaid and concerns about the financial burden
left to the state were the federal government to withdraw match-
ing funds at some point in the future.309 Deuell also expressed his
opposition to increasing taxes to fund a government program.310

Also in response to the Hamilton report, a representative from the
Texas Public Policy Foundation told the Dallas Morning News that
the report’s numbers do not properly account for the costs gener-
ated by new Medicaid enrollees forced to use emergency services
because they lack access to proper primary health care.311

Additionally, there are predictions of burdens on employers in
states that chose not to expand Medicaid, stemming from the
ACA’s requirement that companies with at least fifty full-time
equivalent employees offer health coverage, starting in 2015.312 If
that coverage is not offered, or if coverage is offered and found to
be inadequate, employees may be eligible for subsidized health
care under the ACA. Without Medicaid expansion, employees
without health care earning between 100 percent and 138 percent
of the FPL will have to look to the ACA for subsidized health care
using premium tax credits, whereas these employees would be
covered by Medicaid in states that chose expansion. Employers
will have to pay a shared responsibility payment of up to $3,000
per tax credit-using employee, or $2,000 for each full-time em-
ployee minus thirty.313 One 2012 study predicted that this could
cause annual federal tax penalties on Texas employers to be $299
to $448 million greater than they would be in the case of Medicaid
expansion.314
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Another challenge the state faces is the high degree of misin-
formation about the ACA among its citizens. In a November press
release, Mark Bellman, president of the Texas Association of
Health Underwriters (TAHU), wrote, “Polls continue to reflect a
broad lack of understanding about the law, confusion about the
process and choices for enrollment and an increased frustration
with the glitches that have plagued the rollout of the Health Ex-
changes.”315 TAHU lists ten areas that it claims appear to generate
the most confusion among Texans. These include a belief that pur-
chasing insurance through the health exchange is mandatory, that
such purchases guarantee lower costs through subsidies, that the
ACA has been postponed, and that the exchange itself allows con-
sumers to compare policies inside and outside the exchange.316

Recently, the problematic rollout of the HealthCare.gov
website has made some lawmakers call for postponing the shut-
tering of Texas’s high-risk pool program. In mid-November, Dem-
ocratic State Senator Kirk Watson said, “Today, we do not have
assurance that problems with the www.HealthCare.gov online
application will be resolved by the Dec. 15 deadline.”317 On the
other side of the aisle, Dewhurst, the lieutenant governor, is also
calling for the high risk pool to be maintained for an unspecified
period of time beyond the original January 1 cutoff date.318 Conse-
quently, the Texas commissioner of insurance decided to delay
the cancellation of the pool for ninety days, with the new cancella-
tion date being March 31, 2014.319

Outside the possible expanded navigator oversight, there is
little indication that the state management systems or arrange-
ments will change regarding the ACA. When asked, a representa-
tive from TDI said that the state government was not exploring
contingency plans should the state want to take a more hands-on
approach towards the ACA. TDI has had no recent interface with
other state agencies, such as the Texas Department of Health and
Human Services, concerning the rollout of the ACA.

It remains to be seen the degree to which this opposition
stems from state Republican politicians positioning themselves for
primary elections in the spring (or, in the case of Perry, a pre-
sumed presidential run in 2016). The state has not yet felt the im-
pact of disproportionate share hospital payment reductions that
will begin in January 2014, and policymakers will be anticipating
further funding reductions when the current 1115 waiver period
ends in late 2016.

Therefore, there may be a political window after the 2014 pri-
mary season for a Texas solution to Medicaid expansion, likely
mirroring the Arkansas approach of subsidizing the Medicaid ex-
pansion population in the marketplace. It is worth noting that
while Senate Bill 7 precludes Medicaid expansion, per se, it does
not bar the HHSC commissioner from drawing down federal
monies to cover this population through the marketplace. Given
the generosity of the federal match for Medicaid expansion, and
the important political constituencies that may be harmed by the
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state’s failure to expand, we expect that Texas will provide cover-
age to the Medicaid expansion population eventually, but the
timing of such an expansion is ultimately unknown.
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Appendix A
Letters from Texas Governor Rick Perry

Regarding Implementation of ACA in Texas

1. Letter from Texas Governor Rick Perry to HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, July 9, 2012, op-
posing the expansion of Medicaid in Texas.320

2. Letter from Texas Governor Rick Perry to HHSC Executive Commissioner Kyle Janek, Sep-
tember 16, 2013, directing HHSC to asset test Medicaid applicants.321

3. Letter from Texas Governor Rick Perry to HHSC Executive Commissioner Kyle Janek, Sep-
tember 16, 2013, directing HHSC to request a Medicaid reform waiver.322

4. Letter from Texas Governor Rick Perry to TDI Commissioner Julia Rathgeber, September 17,
2013, requesting the creation of new rules for navigators.323
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Appendix B
Organizational Charts for HHSC

324,325
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Appendix C
Number of Health Insurance Companies Offering Coverage

Through the Marketplace by Texas County
326
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Appendix D
Regional Variation in Premium Rates

327
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Health Insurance Marketplace Premiums for 2014 Databook, U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices, September 25, 2013,
http://aspe.hhs.gov/health/reports/2013/MarketplacePremiums/datasheet_home.cfm.

“Texas Geographic Rating Areas: Including State Specific Geographic Divisions,” Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services, n.d.,
http://www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Programs-and-Initiatives/Health-Insurance-Market-Reforms/tx-gra.html.

Rating Area 26, “All other counties,” includes these Texas counties:

Jim Wells, Andrews, Henderson, Matagorda, Bee, Howard, Fannin, Hutchinson, Washington, Brown,
Navarro, Val Verde, Moore, Maverick, Wharton, Gillespie, Cooke, Hood, Somervell, Deaf Smith,
Walker, Cherokee, Kerr, Kenedy, Kleberg, Dawson, Hockley, Angelina, Burnet, Harrison, Palo Pinto,
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